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ABSTRACT 

 

Grammatical features of Vezo Malagasy 

Ada Vultur, January 2020 

 

The aim of this study is to investigate grammatical features of Vezo Malagasy, using data that 

was collected specifically for this study. The data is comprised of eleven narratives, recorded and 

transcribed.  

The first chapter sets the context for the Vezo people and languages, both in the Austronesian 

world, and in Madagascar. Chapter two is a brief phonology overview of Vezo, and in Chapter 

three, major word categories are investigated with the purpose of understanding how the 

language functions. 

This descriptive investigation of Vezo provides some insight into the major word categories: 

nouns and noun phrases, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, numerals, determiners and 

demonstratives.  

 



PREFACE 

I find it a huge responsibility to talk about something that is not my own. As far as languages are 

concerned, I can only refer to my mother-tongue as my language. After years of having ‘taken’ 

various languages from other people, I still do not know how to handle them like they do. It is 

even worse with the Vezo [ˈvezu] language: I did not reach for it to use it, but only to dissect it 

and see what there is inside. I have done this with fear and reverence towards those who can say 

they own it. I have done it being aware of the fact that whatever I may find and however I may 

describe what I understand, it will only be the thoughts of a foreigner who tried to understand a 

crumb of that which defines the identity of a people. 

What I have found is limited to the collection of eleven narratives in my data. What I have 

understood is limited to my knowledge in the light of what others have written on similar 

subjects. I hope to honour this language. I hope to honour these people who keep the Vezo 

language in their hearts, flowing through their veins, the language which inundates their lives 

and defines their identity.  

I am grateful for the opportunity I had to live in Madagascar and to hear Vezo spoken around me. 

I am grateful for Fernande and Mme Jeannette, who facilitated visits and discussions wherever 

we travelled. I am grateful for the new friends we made in Toliara, Ambolimailaky, Manombo 

and Morombe. Each of them received us with warmth and shared their lives with us. I am deeply 

grateful to my supervisors, Karin Zeibig and Leoni Bouwer. Thank you for your incessant 

encouragements and for your thorough guidance. Thank you! 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Aim of this study 

Through this study, I wish to highlight the Vezo language as part of the Malagasy language 

varieties spoken in Madagascar. Studies have been done on a number of Malagasy varieties, and 

I stand in line with these researchers in an attempt to raise awareness internationally about 

language issues in Madagascar. While the definition of dialect is very fluid and problematic and 

has varying meanings to different linguists, authors easily use the term ‘dialect’ for Malagasy 

varieties other than Official Malagasy. I will not discuss the differences between languages and 

dialects here, but I will refer to Vezo as a Malagasy language variety. 

Vezo is spoken by a rather small group of people who live on the southern coast of Madagascar. 

They are traditionally fishermen. 

Background overview 

Of all the Malagasy languages, Official Malagasy, based on the Merina variety spoken on the 

Plateau around the capital, has been the most studied. By a confluence of historical 

circumstances Merina became the official language of the newly independent Madagascar in 

1960, all others being considered dialects of Merina. Even today, the most widespread belief is 

that people speak dialects outside of the Plateau, not actual languages. A strong bias lives on in 

favour of Merina Malagasy, also called Ofisialy or Official Malagasy (OM), which is assumed to 

be the language used and understood by every Malagasy person. French and OM have alternated 

as language of education since before the Independence, for some generations of learners. When 

listening to a group of Malagasy people, one notices various influences in the way they speak, 

both from French and neighbouring languages. The Vezo people are geographically closest to the 



Masikoro, therefore it could be expected that the two languages will have influenced one another. 

In some areas of the Coast, outside of Masikoro, they are influenced by Tañalaña, Ntandroy and 

Sakalava. The effort of finding that one person who speaks pure Vezo is impossible to fulfil, 

because of language contact. Each one speaks an altered language. 

Methodology 

Framework 

I have followed and adapted a descriptive framework from R.M.W Dixon’s ‘Basic Linguistic 

Theory’ (2010/2012). He recommends that language research should flow from original 

fieldwork. The linguist discovers how an undocumented language functions, instead of forcing 

the language to obey certain known patterns. Various types of texts should be used, like 

autobiographical narratives, folk stories, instructions, narratives concerning events in the past, 

and future activities. These should be obtained from natural conversations, though a foreign 

intruder may never know how (un)natural they were. The texts are recorded and then transcribed 

with the help of a consultant, either the actual storyteller or another person. Only limited direct 

elicitation is recommended, when the linguist seeks confirmation of what s/he has understood.  

I decided to follow Dixon’s philosophy that “one should not have any preconceptions about what 

features its grammar will include” (Dixon, 2010, p. 318). Field research with participant-

observation and interview schedules seemed the most appropriate methodology for this study. 

This qualitative research method enabled me to be in the presence of a group of people with 

shared identity, in a more or less natural setting. I could observe the participants as they talked 

during the discussions, as well as during breaks when they were not as self-conscious, because 

the recorder was turned off. I was able to collect data and to gain some understanding of their 

community. I was hoping to obtain clear examples of different genres in Vezo, such as 



traditional stories, autobiographical narratives and third person narratives, instructions, 

descriptions, plans for future activities, advice for young people. For describing and writing 

about the language, I also found guidance in Alexandra Aikhenvald’s (2015) guide for writing 

grammars.  

Field research 

Vezo does not have an official orthography, and I did not find relevant publications in this 

language which I could use. I collected my own data for the purpose of this study.  

I received valuable help from two language consultants: Mme Jeannette Raharivao and Fernande 

Raharijaona, my colleague. Together, we visited people in four locations. We asked questions 

that we had carefully prepared in advance and we recorded their answers. From a total of about 

20 hours of recordings, I selected some of the clearest, trying to keep data from every location. 

My corpus consists of eleven texts, comprising a total of approximately 7000 words.  

During our research visits, I mainly observed the conversations taking place through the 

language consultants who are Vezo speakers themselves. It is important to be trusted by the 

people interviewed; trust comes by working as a team with Vezo people they already know. The 

visits did not depend on my knowledge of Official Malagasy. Each visit was prepared beforehand 

with local colleagues, so that they clearly understood what was needed. 

The ideal participants would be born from a Vezo mother and father, would have primarily lived 

in the Vezo area, and preferably, would not have travelled much. Education was not a 

prerequisite. The ideal locations would be villages that are almost exclusively Vezo. The 

interviewees were both men and women. Small groups of 2-5 people would have been preferable 

but choosing the participants was not always my responsibility. I collected more data than 



needed, in order to be able to have an appropriate selection for this research and have kept the 

remainder for future use.   

After we introduced ourselves, we explained why we were visiting and what the purpose of the 

research was. We always asked for permission to record their voices before we started, and 

everybody agreed.  

For each participant, biographical data was collected, with their permission. This included: name, 

(approximate) age, address, origin of parents (town, ethnicity), and family tomb location, 

because this is one of the surest ways of finding out the ethnic identity of Malagasy people1. 

I prepared a list of guiding questions and suggestions to start the stories, and Fernande, my 

colleague and language consultant, helped me translate them into Malagasy. The questions were 

formulated with the purpose of obtaining data that would illustrate how the language is used to 

talk about events in the past (whether recent or from long ago), something experienced by the 

speaker, procedural discourse, historical narratives, teachings on various matters, folk stories, 

volitional discourse, planning for the future, or imaginary scenarios.  

There was a total of eight field research trips. Some were in three neighbourhoods of Toliara, 

where I went with Fernande. The others were in Ambolimailaky, a village situated 40 minutes 

North from Toliara by car, where we decided to return a second time because we had found a 

good storyteller. The other locations were Manombo, further away from Toliara up the coast, and 

Morombe which was the furthermost town we went to, almost a full day drive up the coast, 

where we were accompanied by Mme Jeannette, our Vezo friend from Toliara who was our 

 

 

1 Verbal communication, Leoni Bouwer, 2015.  



contact with people in Manombo and Morombe. These four locations are marked on the map in 

Figure 1, where the highlighted portion represents the Vezo area.   

Figure 1: Map of Southern Madagascar with Vezo area marked on the West coast2 

 

From the first visit we noticed how easily people would switch to Official Malagasy or combine 

languages without noticing. The more education one has, the more proficient they are in Official 

Malagasy and they easily slip into it, especially when communicating with non-Vezo people. 

Most of the time, they were conscious of the recorder, and it was not always easy to put it 

somewhere that it could not be seen. We also learned that personal questions about their past 

were not a good starting point. Questions concerning history were not the best idea either, as 

people were not agreeing with each other and they wanted to pause the recording until they had 

their facts right. It became increasingly clear, as we were struggling to talk about the future, that 

planning or preparing for the future is not something the Vezo see as a priority. I am aware of the 

 

 

2 The map was created by my friend, Andrei Guranda, based on Google Maps.  



fact that the data I have collected may be lacking as far as language purity and naturalness are 

concerned. Even though I notice Official Malagasy influences in the data, I am not proficient 

enough in either language to fully grasp the extent of that influence. Therefore, my analysis of 

the language may be limited by these factors. 

Another tendency was for people to wish to teach us about their language or about their culture, 

and they would do it in a language that I understood. Everything we received is valuable 

information, but only what was spoken in Vezo was of use to this research. I found it is truly an 

art of wisdom to know how to guide the right people in the right direction, without offending 

anybody.  

Data analysis 

The following list gives an outline of the steps taken in the process of language analysis. The 

software I used were Audacity, SayMore an FieldWorks Language Explorer. Audacity3 is an 

audio editor and recorder developed by a group of volunteers and distributed under the GNU 

General Public License (GPL). SayMore4 and FieldWorks Language Explorer5 are special 

software developed by SIL to manage and process linguistic and cultural data. 

The procedure included: 

• Collecting data 

o Preparing guiding questions 

o Arranging trips to Vezo villages/towns to meet with people 

 

 

3 https://www.audacityteam.org/  
4 https://software.sil.org/saymore/  
5 https://software.sil.org/fieldworks/  



o Making audio recordings (WAV) of people speaking on the desired topics, or 

spontaneous discussions 

• Editing the audio files in Audacity 2.1.2: noise removal and story selection 

• Segmenting the audio files in SayMore 3.1.4 

• ‘Careful speech’ recordings in SayMore, done by Vezo speakers 

• Transcribing the recordings 

• Correcting the transcriptions with the assistance of other Vezo speakers, by listening to 

the original recordings 

• Glossing the texts at word level, at this stage, as well as a free translation. This was done 

with help from Vezo speakers and an online dictionary6 

• Entering the texts in FieldWorks Language Explorer 8.2 for analysis 

• Analysing data and documenting results 

o Examining each text 

▪ Word glossing (morphemes) 

▪ Morphology  

▪ Syntax  

o Describing what there is 

o Comparing information found in the texts 

o Drawing some conclusions, providing supporting argumentation 

o Testing conclusions with Vezo consultants, direct elicitation 

o Reviewing conclusions 

 

 

6 http://malagasyword.org/bins/homePage?w=  



o Explaining ‘why’ things are the way they are 

o Making predictions 

o Referring to other Austronesian studies 

Literature study 

This section is divided into two sub-sections: the first one is a brief description of the 

Austronesian (AN) world and languages, and the second one looks more into the language 

situation in Madagascar. Both of them are intended to provide some linguistic and historical 

background for the reader to be able to place Vezo Malagasy in its context in Madagascar and in 

the Austronesian world. 

Austronesian languages 

Figure 2: Area of Austronesian languages7 

 

 

 

7 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Chronological_dispersal_of_Austronesian_people_across_the_Pacific_

(per_Bellwood_in_Chambers,_2008).png (Accessed: 23 January 2020). 



The English Austronesian comes from the German Austronesisch, created by linguist Wilhelm 

Schmidt8 from the Latin austro ‘southern’ and the Greek νῆσος ‘island’. The term refers to what 

is viewed as the largest language family, with about 1200 member languages spoken by 270 

million people (Adelaar, 2011), mostly living on islands. Linguistic evidence points to the fact 

that they originated in Taiwan, from where they spread to the islands of South-East Asia, 

Melanesia, Micronesia, Polynesia and Madagascar. Austronesian languages are found from as far 

as Madagascar in the West to Easter Island in the East, and from Taiwan and Hawaii in the North 

to New Zealand in the South.  

According to Blust (2009, pp. 30-32), Austronesian languages are divided into ten subgroups: the 

Formosan languages in Taiwan (divided into nine branches) and the Malayo-Polynesian branch, 

which in turn is divided into Western Malayo-Polynesian (WMP) and Central-East-Malayo-

Polynesian. Malagasy belongs to the WMP branch, along with 500-600 other languages. Blust 

(2009, p. 18) identifies the following cultural and linguistic influences in the Austronesian world 

in Southeast Asia: Indian, Chinese, Islamic, European (Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch and English). 

In Madagascar, it was the Arabic, Bantu, French and English languages which had an impact on 

the Austronesian languages (Adelaar, 2011). 

Characteristics of Austronesian languages 

Phonology 

Attempts have been made to find common characteristics across Austronesian languages, but 

they prove to be so variated that not many features can be considered “typological characteristics 

of the group as a whole” (Himmelmann, 2011, p. 110). Himmelmann continues to describe 

 

 

8 https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Austronesian (Accessed: 23 January 2020). 



tendencies of the non-Oceanic Austronesian languages as having between three and five vowels, 

and 16 to 20 consonants. Syllables commonly have (C)V or (C)VC structures, with stress on the 

penultimate syllable “in an unaffixed base, then, in a suffixed base it shifts to the last syllable of 

the base” (Blust, 2009, p. 265). 

Reduplication 

Reduplication occurs in languages across the world, but it is “heavily exploited” in many 

Austronesian languages (Blust, 2009, p. 406). It is considered the most widespread feature by 

Himmelmann (2011), but it has various functions and the process of reduplication can follow 

different patterns. More than a dozen reduplication patterns have been identified in Blust’s work 

(2009, pp. 418-426). Complete or partial reduplication can be used to indicate various meanings, 

such as plurality, habitual, repeated or ongoing activity, intensity, increase or decrease, and it is 

also used in the derivation of numerals, for example to form ordinal numbers.  

Agglutination 

Affixation is common in Austronesian languages, most languages having been considered 

agglutinative-synthetic (Blust, 2009, p. 355). The SIL Glossary of Linguistic Terms9 defines an 

agglutinative language as “a language in which words are made up of a linear sequence of 

distinct morphemes and each component of meaning is represented by its own morpheme.” Blust 

indicates that the morpheme boundaries are usually clear and “many Austronesian languages 

allow two, three or even more affixes to co-occur in the word-formation process” (Blust, 2009, p. 

359). 

 

 

9 https://glossary.sil.org/term/agglutinative-language (Accessed: 22 January 2020) 



Word classes 

It appears there are difficulties in distinguishing one word class from another in many 

Austronesian languages. Blust (2009, pp. 491, 493) describes some difficulties in distinguishing 

verbs from nouns, or verbs from adjectives, as well as discussing locative prepositions. An 

unusual and, in fact, rare aspect in Austronesian languages is the distinction between plural and 

singular in Ilokano (2009, p. 495).  

What Blust (2009, p. 315) sees as a “nearly universal” feature in Austronesian languages is the 

distinction between inclusive and exclusive first-person plural pronoun. He also finds that gender 

is rarely marked in pronouns (2009, p. 320). 

Austronesian languages are rich in demonstratives, and most of them “divide this semantic space 

into the proximal deictic and two distal deictic” (Blust, 2009, p. 305). Blust found that languages 

in Vanuatu have fourteen deictic markers, more than any other Austronesian language (2009, p. 

308). 

Cardinal points are used for orientation, but it seems that this is “not the inherited system, nor the 

one which is most widely represented in attested languages” (Blust, 2009, p. 311). It is the “land-

sea axis” which was the most used for orientation, or “upriver/downriver or uphill/downhill 

distinction” where the sea was too far from people living on wide expanses of land (Blust, 2009, 

p. 312). 

Languages in Madagascar 

Origins 

The Malagasy languages are part of the Austronesian language family and belong to the Western 

Malayo-Polynesian (WMP) branch. Within the WMP, Malagasy languages are grouped with the 

Philippine-type languages (Blust, 2009, p. 32), but Blust also categorises the Austronesian 



languages in three groups: verb-initial, verb-medial and verb-final (2009, p. 464), with Malagasy 

languages being verb-initial, but there is freedom to use a variety of structures. 

It is believed that the Malagasy people have their origin in Kalimantan, now Borneo. It is 

generally agreed that they travelled in more than one migration between the 7th and 13th centuries 

(Dahl, 1991), and reached Madagascar, the fourth largest island in the world, where they settled. 

Their language(s) developed independently from the other languages they left behind, as they 

were influenced by what they encountered on their journeys and by the peoples they had contact 

with in Madagascar. Blust conveys that the removal of what he identifies as Malagasy from 

Borneo and its development in another land “without previous inhabitants, however, provided 

obvious opportunities for rapid population growth and dialect diversification. As a result, it is 

now larger than any language of Borneo, and has some twenty generally recognised dialects” 

(Blust, 2009, p. 68).  

“The fourth largest AN national language after Bahasa Indonesia, Tagalog and Bahasa Malaysia, 

is Malagasy” (Blust, 2009, p. 42). What Blust refers to as Malagasy here, is probably Official 

Malagasy (OM) or a theoretic macro language which includes OM. Studies done by Vérin, 

Kottak and Gorlin (1969) and Bouwer (2003) show that a number of the so called dialect groups 

which were investigated “score below the ‘language limit’ of 70% cognate basic vocabulary 

which is often thought to mark the boundary between dialects of the same language and distinct 

languages” (Blust, 2009, p. 42). 

Development of Official Malagasy 

The Merina people group, occupying the high Plateau around the capital (Antananarivo), was 

politically empowered by the British and later by the French colonists as they subjugated much 

of the country. At the beginning of the 19th century, the Bible was translated into the Merina 



variety. That is when Official Malagasy orthography was developed, in the 19th century, when 

king Radama I chose the Latin script to be used for his language (omitting the letters c, q, u, w, 

x). Previously, an Arabic writing system, called Sorabe, had been used on the East coast among a 

different people group, with preserved records dating back to the 15th century (Steinhauer, 2011, 

p. 79). Schools were opened and the language of education was Merina Malagasy, until 1896 

when Madagascar became a French colony, which lasted until 1958 (Blust, 2009). The style of 

education changed, as well as the language of education. Only after Madagascar regained 

independence in 1958, and Official Malagasy became the national language (Blust, 2009), people 

started to reincorporate OM in education and in 1965 OM became a subject in school 

(Steinhauer, 2011, p. 80).         

Austronesian languages have been influenced by French, Dutch, English, and Bantu languages 

(Adelaar, 2011). As a former French colony, Madagascar continues to be under the influence of 

the French language, which is used in education and by some in day to day life, as fluency in 

French is common among the educated minority. English loanwords are also present in 

Madagascar. Malagasy is often referred to as the language spoken in Madagascar. This has been 

a generally believed fact concerning language in Madagascar, so much so that Steinhauer states: 

“Madagascar has the unique characteristic of being practically monolingual, i.e. indigenous 

language varieties which collectively form the Malagasy language are closely related dialects.” 

(Steinhauer, 2011, p. 78). Malagasy is the adjective and noun for describing any thing that is 

of//from Madagascar. 



Malagasy varieties. 

Most of the linguistic research done in Madagascar was directed towards Official Malagasy. 

When reading about Malagasy in other studies, it is worth keeping in mind that some writers 

may only be referring to Official Malagasy, or to a macro view of language.  

Linguistic studies, such as phonological and grammar studies, discourse analysis, dictionaries, 

and also sociolinguistic studies, were done concerning language varieties other than OM, such 

as: Northern Betsimisaraka (O’Neill, 2015; Kikusawa, 2006-2007), Southern Betsimisaraka 

(Dez, 1960), Masikoro (Erasmus, 2015), Antakarana (Baron, 1893), Ntandroy (Nishimoto, 2009; 

Rajaonarimanana and Fee, 1996), Tesaka (Deschamps, 1936), Bara (Rabenilaina, 1983; Bouwer, 

2003), Sakalava (Dalmond, 1842; Thomas-Fattier, 1982), Tsimihety (Tsimilaza, 1981), Tañala 

(Beaujard, 1998), Tañalaña (Vaovolo, 1986), Zafimaniry (Ottino), Vezo (Poirot, 1999). However, 

most of these languages remain inadequately documented. A widespread prejudice concerning 

these ‘dialects’ is that ‘they have no grammar’ and they cannot be written. Research contradicts 

the view that all current Malagasy varieties are dialects of the Official Malagasy. The term 

Malagasy does not refer to one Malagasy language, but it indicates plurality of language. The 

language varieties in Madagascar are more like ‘sister-languages’ (Bouwer, 2003, p. 18), 

coexisting and vitally used by their respective communities.  

Blust also recognizes the existence of Malagasy varieties, and he mentions the “major dialect 

groups” consisting of Merina, Betsimisaraka, Betsileo, Antandroy, Tañala, Antaimoro, and a 

number of smaller groups, as they were catalogued in 1993 (2009, p. 68). He continues to 

strengthen the argument for recognizing more than one Malagasy language, adding that the 

Malagasy speech communities were found “with cognate percentages dropping as low as 52-

56% between non-adjacent communities” (Blust, 2009, p. 68). 



Malagasy features 

As mentioned before, when the word Malagasy is found on its own in literature, the reader can 

expect it to refer to Official Malagasy, unless the author has indicated otherwise. This section 

offers some features of Malagasy as they are described in literature. They can be understood to 

apply to Official Malagasy specifically, and also to other Malagasy varieties, to a certain extent, 

because of expected similarities between them.  

Blust (2009, p. 69) includes Malagasy in the Barito subgroup, but says it “differs sharply” from 

them. From the phonological perspective, Malagasy seems to have more consonants than other 

Indonesian languages. It does not allow final consonants, possibly due to Bantu influences. 

Bantu influences are found in Malagasy phonology and are described as “highly innovative” 

(Blust, 2009, p. 186). Unlike languages in Borneo, Malagasy has the affricates [ts], [tr], [dz] and 

[dr].  

Malagasy is a verb-initial language, which is structurally similar to Philippine-type languages, 

and it “allows a wide range of nominal arguments to be morphologically encoded on the verb as 

‘subjects’” (Blust, 2009, p. 69).  

On the subject of morphology, Dziwirek (1989) identifies three components in the formation of 

the active voice verb in (Official) Malagasy: the tense prefix, a stem-forming prefix, and the root. 

O’Neill found that the stem-forming prefix is also used in nouns derived from verbs (2015, p. 

56). The passive voice verb is formed from the root, often with affixes attached. The choice 

between the affixes is lexically determined by the root (Keenan and Razafimamonjy, 1996).  



Vezo Malagasy 

Vezo is an Austronesian language spoken in Madagascar by people who call themselves by the 

same name. The Vezo people live on the West coast, from Androka in the South to Maintirano up 

the coast, as it can be seen in the map below. 

Figure 3: Map of Vezo area in Madagascar10 

 

Among the 25 million inhabitants of Madagascar, the Vezo number about 350,00011. The 

Ethnologue still groups Vezo with the Sakalava variety in Madagascar, as the area has 

traditionally been part of the Sakalava Kingdom and used to be seen as one language area. 

Sakalava speakers of numerous language varieties numbered over 1,200,000 in 201412.  

 

 

10 Map organized by my friend, Andrei Guranda, using Google Maps. 
11 https://joshuaproject.net/countries/MA (Accessed: 23 January 2020). 
12 https://www.ethnologue.com/language/skg (Accessed: 23 January 2020). 



According to Dahl (1991), the ancestors of the Vezo could be Orang Laut ‘seamen’ from Bangka, 

an island in North Sulawesi, not inland Ma’anyans from South-East Kalimantan, as often 

assumed. The Vezo people could be one of the first people groups that came to Madagascar, as 

they resemble the Bajau sea nomads of Bangka (Dahl, 1991). It is possible that some among 

them were the transporters of the Ma’anyan people to Madagascar.   

Gérard Poirot (1999) developed a Vezo-French dictionary where he briefly described Vezo 

phonetically. His valuable findings are a good reading topic, but will not be illustrated here, so as 

not to dive into a deeper pool than is needed for this study.  

 

 



CHAPTER 2 

PHONOLOGY OVERVIEW 

Usually, language is first spoken, and then written. A brief introduction into Vezo phonology is 

necessary, in order to be acquainted with the sounds and to have a better understanding of how 

the language works. In this chapter, I briefly discuss Vezo phonology. I have benefitted from 

Constance Kutsch Lojenga’s unpublished analysis of Vezo, done in July 2012 in Toliara, 

Madagascar, where she touches on vowels, consonants, phonemes and orthography. Vezo 

orthography has not been officially discussed and decided upon. In my dissertation, I follow 

Official Malagasy orthography where appropriate, with some additional symbols which related 

language varieties use. The velar nasal does not exist in OM, but most of the other varieties have 

it. It has been represented in various ways orthographically, but the most widely used symbol has 

been ñ, and that is what I have used in my transcriptions. The glottal stop exists in Vezo and in 

Ntandroy Malagasy, to my knowledge, and it is represented either by an apostrophe or by a mini 

version of the IPA symbol. I have used the latter in my data: ˀ. 

Vowels 

Kutsch Lojenga discovered that Vezo has four contrastive vowels, as illustrated in Table 1 below. 

Following a voiceless sound at the end of a word, /a/, /e/, /i/, and /u/ may be devoiced, but 

voicelessness is not marked for the purpose of this study. There are dialectal differences, such as 

/i/ or /e/ word finally, but without change in meaning. 

Orthographic representation: 

/a/ → a 

/e/ → e  

/i/ → i and y word finally 



/u/ → o 

Table 1. Vezo vowels 

 Front Central Back 

High i  u 

Mid e   

Low  a  

 

Kutsch Lojenga does not mention the vowel /o/ in her study. It occurs in borrowed words, and it 

already has an orthographic representation in OM and other varieties (ô), such as: patalô from 

the French pantalon ‘trousers’, siligôma ‘chewing gum’, siô from the French seau ‘bucket’, zôny 

from the French jaune ‘yellow’. 

Consonants 

Kutsch Lojenga found and categorized the consonants as Table 2 below shows. They are 

represented in orthographic symbols. She represented the velar nasal /ŋ/ as it is, but I have 

transcribed it as ñ in the examples because of its use in the neighbouring languages. Kutsch 

Lojenga (2012) found that  

the velar nasal is the only consonant which does not occur in word-initial position. Also, Vezo 

has a glottal stop root-medially as in poiɁe ‘very poor’, and it is frequently found in 

morphophonology between the noun and several possessive suffixes… Prenasalisation is found 

with both voiced and voiceless stops and affricates. These prenasalised consonants are found both 

root-internally as well as across morpheme boundaries. 

The prenasalised consonants do not normally occur root-internally. In addition, prenasalised 

consonants often occur as the result of a process – a subject which needs to be studied further. 

(Kutsch Lojenga, 2012, p. 5). 



Table 2. Vezo consonants 

 Bilabial Labio-

dental 

Dental Alveolar Velar Glottal 

Stops/Affricates 

- Voiceless 

- Voiced  

 

p 

b 

  

t 

d 

 

ts 

j [dz] 

 

k 

g 

 

ʔ 

Prenas. 

Stops/Affrictes 

- Voiceless 

- Voiced  

 

mp 

mb 

  

nt 

nd 

 

nts 

nj [ndz] 

 

nk 

ng 

 

Fricatives 

- Flat 

- Voiceless 

- Voiced  

- Grooved  

- Voiceless 

- Voiced  

 

 

 

 

f 

v 

 

 

 

 

 

s 

z 

   

 

h 

Sonorants 

- Nasal 

- Oral 

 

m 

   

n 

l, r 

 

ŋ 

 

 

Table 3 illustrates the orthographic symbols that are used in my transcriptions, as well as the 

phonemes, as illustrated by Kutsch Lojenga, followed by examples and glosses in English. The 

first column illustrates OM orthography, for the reader to better see the differences between the 

two. 



Table 3. Orthography 

Official 

Malagasy  

Orthography Phonemes Example English 

<a> <a> /a/ lala way, path 

<b> <b> /b/ bengy goat 

<d> <d> /d/ dobo flooded 

<e> <e> /e/ hena meat 

<f> <f> /f/ fito seven 

<g> <g> /g/ gege foolish 

<h> <h> /h/ hira song 

<i> <i> /i/ sira salt 

<j> <j> /dz/ jakaky crab 

<k> <k> /k/ kimalao chilly 

<l> <l> /l/ lela tongue 

<m> <m> /m/ maso eye 

 <mb> /mb/ hamba twins 

 <mp> /mp/ ampela woman 

 <n> /n/ nintsy cold 

 <nd> /nd/ vande lie 

 <ng> /ŋg/ finga plate 

 <nj> /ndz/ anjo sun, day 

 <nk> /ŋk/ manky lack of 

 <nt> /nt/ sabonto kind of fish 



 <nts> /nts/ antsa song 

 

<ñ> /ŋ/ añy 

there (dialectal 

variation) 

<o> <o> /u/ tsoke stomach 

<p> <p> /p/ paraky tobacco 

<r> <r> /r/ rate bad 

<s> <s> /s/ setsoky smoke 

<t> <t> /t/ tana hand 

 <ts> /ts/ tsako maize 

<v> <v> /v/ vola moon 

<z> <z> /z/ zahay we 

 <ˀ> /Ɂ/ jalaˀao your money 

<ô>  /o/ Salama ôôô Hellooo 

 

My understanding of Vezo phonology is limited, and so is my hearing and, therefore, 

transcription. Together with my Vezo consultants, we made decisions, or guesses, concerning 

spelling and punctuation. Phonology and orthography are not the subject of this study; a 

specialized analysis is needed for the best decisions to be made.   

Syllable and stress 

When Dahl (1951, p. 89) compares Malagasy with common Indonesian (here, the reader is 

encouraged to think of Official Malagasy), he explains the case of words ending in -ka, -tra and -

na. Malagasy added final vowels to the Indonesian words, which had -k, -t and -n word finally, 

but kept the stress on the same syllable, which was the penultimate in Indonesian and became the 



ante-penultimate in Malagasy. Stress is placed on the ante-penultimate syllable when the right 

edge component of a word is extrametrical. Final syllables -ka, -tra or -na in nouns, verbs and 

verb roots are extrametrical. Compound words, either bisyllabic words + possessive suffix, or 

trisyllabic words + possessive suffix show extrametricality for the final syllable. 

Vezo is an agglutinative language and words can become very long, up to seven syllables 

(a.ko.ho.la.hi.ˈnjo.zy ‘their rooster’). The syllable pattern Vezo allows is (C)V, where C stands 

for a consonant, an affricate or a prenasalized stop or affricate.  

Primary stress occurs on the penultimate syllable, as the examples below illustrate: 

ˈa.by ‘all’  

ta.ˈlo.ha ‘before’  

fi.ke.ˈtse.ha ‘act of cooking’ 

ta.nta.ra.ˈnjo.zy, ‘their story’ 

Stress can sometimes be seen on the ante-penultimate, in words ending in -ke/-ky, -tse/-tsy, seen 

in the two examples below. They are similar to what Keenan (1998, p. 569) and others call 

‘weak’ syllables in OM, and do not carry stress. 

ma.ˈna.pa.ke ‘to cut’ 

pi.ˈva.ro.tse ‘seller/merchant’ 

There are only a few examples of words with stress on the final syllable, which may mean that 

that is the root syllable:  

aˈja ‘baby’  

fiˈve ‘row’  

miˈve ‘to row’  

maˈre ‘too’  



In minimal pairs, meaning differs according to stress.  

ˈala ‘forest’  versus  aˈla ‘removed  

ˈtana ‘hand’  versus  taˈna ‘town’ 

Prosody is a subject which needs to be studied further at another time.  

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 3 

WORD CLASSES 

This chapter is an overview of Vezo grammar. Some general features common in Austronesian 

languages have already been discussed, to provide a context for Vezo. In this chapter I 

investigate and discuss word categories. 

Nouns and Noun phrases 

Types of nouns 

There are three types of Vezo nouns: simple nouns, compound nouns, and nouns derived from 

verbs, which can be divided in two subcategories. Some examples of each type are given below. 

Table 4 contains some examples of simple nouns, which have no affixation or derivation marks.  

Table 4: Simple nouns 

Simple nouns English 

ampela ‘woman’ 

anake ‘child’ 

anara ‘name’ 

fase ‘sand’ 

jabele ‘woman who recently gave birth’  

nahoda ‘man’ 

Compound nouns are formed by the combination of two or more words. Phonological changes 

may occur in the process, such as word endings being eliminated, or modifications of the first 

letter of the second noun. Often, a nasal is introduced before the second word; it is marked in 

bold in the examples below. The second word undertakes phonological changes in contact with 

the nasal. It could be argued that the added nasal is a prenasalization of the sound it precedes.   



(1) volamena 

vola-mena  

money-red 

‘gold’  

(2) anakaja 

anake-aja  

child-baby 

‘infant’ 

(3) talirano 

taly-rano  

rope-water 

‘fishing rope/cord’  

(4) nosimpasy 

nosy-nfasy  

island-sand 

‘sand island’  

(5) hevinjaha 

hevitse-nraha 

idea-thing 

‘meaning’  

(6) reninjaza 

reny-nzaza  

mother-baby 



‘traditional midwife’  

It could be argued that hevinjaha ‘meaning’ and reninjaza ‘midwife’ are possessive 

constructions, since hevinjaha could be understood as ‘idea of (some)thing’ which is, in fact, its 

meaning. It is similar with reninjaza, which could be translated as ‘mother of baby’, with the 

special meaning of midwife in a Vezo context. This matter is discussed further in the section 

about possession. 

Derivation is another process of forming nouns. There are two kinds of nouns derived from 

verbs, describing either an action or state, or an actor or perpetrator. The most obvious difference 

between the two is seen in the nominalizer prefix: f- is used for nouns describing activities or 

states of being, and p- is used for nouns which refer to the actor. The f- nouns are formed from 

the circumstantial form of the verb; the nominalizer is simply added to the verb, which must not 

be marked for tense. The p- nouns, on the other hand, are formed from active voice verbs: the 

tense prefix is replaced with the nominalizer. 

In the following examples, SFP stands for stem-forming prefix, and SFS stands for stem-forming 

suffix, which are affixes used to form verbs. CIRCUM stands for affixes which form the 

circumstantial voice verbs. More information about affixes is found in the Verb section. 

• describing the action or state 

(7) fitoreo 

f-i-toreo 

NMLZ-SFP-call.made.by.animals.and.birds 

‘(action of) animals and/or birds calling’  

(8) fiketseha  

f-i-ketseke-a 



NMLZ-SFP-cooking-SFS.CIRCUM 

‘action of cooking’  

(9) fanampea  

f-aN-ampe-a 

NMLZ-SFP-enough-SFS.CIRCUM 

‘help’ 

• describing the actor 

(10) pahay  

p-a-hay 

NMLZ-SFP-known 

‘person who knows’  

(11) pamarotse  

p-aN-varotse 

NMLZ-SFP-trade 

‘seller’  

(12) piasa 

p-i-asa 

NMLZ-SFP-work 

‘worker’ 

Gender 

Vezo nouns are not marked for gender. Nouns referring to people or animals can be said to 

belong to a gender or another. For example, nahoda ‘man’ is masculine and njarahy ‘woman’ is 

feminine. This differentiation modifies nothing grammatically, it only offers semantic precision. 



Clarity concerning gender distinction is given by the words ampela ‘feminine’ or lahy 

‘masculine’ which are added next to the nouns. 

(13) akoholahy 

akoho-lahy 

chicken-male 

‘rooster’  

(14) zahay   ampela   roa 

1PL.EXCL woman  two 

‘we/us two women’  

Number 

Vezo nouns are not inflected for number. The singular noun form can be understood as plural 

from context. To express plurality, additional words are used, like demonstratives, numerals or 

quantifiers, as seen in the examples below. 

(15) raha  rey  

thing  those 

‘those things’  

(16) bele   telo  

sweet.potato three 

‘three sweet potatoes’ 

(17) maro   olo 

many   person/people 

‘there are many people’ 



Malagasy languages, including Vezo, have what could be called a dual noun, but with the form of 

a verb. It can be used when referring to spouses or two members of a family, or a pair. The 

example below has the form of a verb, but it functions as a noun. It could be seen as a 

verbalization of the noun, but it is not translated as a verb. 

(18) zahay   mirovaly 

zahay  m-i-roe-valy 

1PL.EXCL  PRS-SFP-two-spouse 

‘us two spouses’ 

Proper nouns 

Proper nouns are used for names of people, places, rivers, animals, and so on. Traditional Vezo 

names are usually regular Vezo words, or a combination of words, which have meaning. It is also 

common to find people bearing French first names.  

One of my informants is called Ahiavao. Her name means ‘mine only’. Other examples of names 

of people are: Aurelie, Zatovo ‘handsome’, Ziany (possibly local version of Jeanne). 

Names of places usually have meaning and would be connected to the geography of the place, 

the history or a distinctive feature of a certain location. Some names of locations from my data, 

which are real places in the Toliara region are seen in Table 5. 

Table 5: Proper nouns 

Vezo English 

Andavadoake ‘at the long digging/hole’ 

Ankililoake ‘at the dug tamarin(s)’ 

Mahavatse ‘to accomplish’ 

Madiorano ‘clean water’ 



Maintirano ‘black water’ 

Mangily ‘(to be) itchy’ 

Marofototse ‘many roots’ 

Menabe ‘very red’ 

 

Noun phrase 

Aikhenvald describes the noun phrase (NP) as consisting of a single noun, or of a noun head 

which has one or more modifiers (2015, p. 53). The modifiers could be adjectives, numerals, 

quantifiers, articles, demonstratives, interrogatives and other nouns.  

The typical order of components in a Vezo noun phrase is illustrated in the figure below. The NP 

accepts either a determiner or a numeral to precede the head, and it can be followed by a number 

of modifiers, in a somewhat free order. Demonstratives are always in the final position. 

 

Types of head. 

The head of an NP can substitute the whole NP. The most frequent NP heads are represented by 

nouns. On rare occasions the head can be an adjective or a pronoun. The following examples 

illustrate an example of each type of head, and the section on types of modifiers offers many 

more examples. The NP heads appear in bold throughout this section. 

(19) amy  vato  toy 



at  stone  this 

‘at this stone’ 

(20) ty  foty  iñe 

DET  white  that 

‘that white’ 

(21) zahay   ampela 

1PL.EXCL  woman 

‘us women’ 

Types of modifiers 

Modifiers can precede or follow the head of the NP. Vezo has both pre-head and post-head 

modifiers, and a variety of combinations.  

Pre-head modifiers. 

The pre-head modifiers include determiners and numerals. Determiners are used to identify 

specific information that is already known from having been previously mentioned. The most 

common determiner is ty, as in example (22a) and there are some occurrences of ny/ñy/ñ’, as in 

example (22b), which are borrowed from other varieties (most probably Masikoro and OM).  

(22a)  ty  anake 

DET  child 

‘the child(ren)’ 

(22b) ny  zanga 

 DET  sea.cucumber 

 ‘the sea cucumber’ 



Numerals occur both before and after the head of the NP. When speaking about money, the 

numeral always precedes the noun as in (23a), but other situations seem to allow for some 

freedom. Money is counted in zato ‘hundred(s)’, arivo ‘thousand(s)’, aly ‘tens of thousands’, and 

hetsy ‘hundreds of thousands.’  Example (23b) is of a numeral in a pre-head position, but it can 

also occur in a post-head position, as in the following paragraphs. 

 (23a) ray aly 

 one  ten.thousand 

 ‘ten thousand’ 

(23b) fito  vola 

 seven  month 

 ‘seven months’ 

Post-head modifiers. 

There is a richness of post-head modifiers in Vezo. Below are some examples of nouns, 

adjectives, quantifiers, numerals and demonstratives included in the NP. 

Nouns adjuncts modify the head of the NP, and there can be up to three nouns following the 

head.  

(24) aja  lelahy 

baby  male 

‘baby boy’ 

(25) salotseˀay ampela  

salotse-ˀay    ampela 

clothes-1PL.EXCL.POSS  woman 

‘our (women) clothes’ 



(26) ty fomba fiketseha horita io 

ty  fomba   f-i-ketseke-a     horita   io 

DET  custom  NMLZ-SFP-cooking-SFS.CIRCUM  octopus  that 

‘the way of cooking octopus’ 

(27) Ranito meso toy ambohitsy vato amboho tsanotsika aroa io. 

ranitse-o   meso  toy  aN-vohitsy   vato  aN-voho    

sharpness-PASS.IMP  knife  this  LOC-mountain  stone  LOC-back    

tsano-tsika    aroa  io  

house-1PL.EXCL.POSS there  that  

‘Sharpen this knife on the stone mountain at the back of the house!’ 

In the example (27), vohitsy ‘mountain’ is the head of the main NP, followed by an embedded 

NP.  

Adjectives modifying a noun always follow the head in a noun phrase. There are situations 

where the adjective precedes the noun, like in example (29). That is not a noun phrase, but the 

adjective functions as a predicate. Vezo does not have the verb ‘to be’ in this case.  

(28) akanjo lava 

clothes long 

‘long clothes’ 

(29) …mba soasoa viliˀe fe le 

mba   soa~soa  vily-ˀe    fe  le 

in.order.to  good~ATT  price-3SG.POSS  but  wet 

‘…so that its price was somewhat good, but wet’ (in the context of selling either dry or 

wet sea cucumbers)  



Quantifiers function similarly to adjectives when they modify the NP head.  

(30) akoho  maro 

chicken many 

‘many chicken’ 

To express plurality, Vezo nouns require numerals, which either precede the noun or follow it. 

We have already seen examples of pre-head numeral modifiers. Unlike adjectives, which 

function as predicates when they precede the noun, there seems to be some freedom concerning 

the place of a numeral in an NP. 

(31) aja  telo 

baby  three 

‘three babies’ 

(32) vola  raike 

month  one 

‘one month’ 

It is interesting that, in the same narrative, referring to pregnancy months, the noun vola ‘month’ 

was preceded by numerals above one, and followed by the numeral one. There are more nouns 

preceded by numerals than followed, and people know when and how to use them naturally. 

Demonstratives always follow the noun they modify in Vezo. Regardless of how long the NP 

may be, the demonstrative will be in the final position, as in examples (33a), (33b) and (33c). 

Other Austronesian languages, as well as OM, have demonstratives both preceding and following 

the noun.  

(33a)  aja  toy 

baby  this 



‘this baby’ 

(33b)  horita   maike  ine 

 octopus  dry  that 

‘that dry octopus’ 

(33c)  ty  raha  aN-aty   rano  eñy 

DET  thing  LOC-inside  water  there  

‘the thing(s) there inside water/underwater’ 

Possession 

Possessive noun phrases are formed from the head, which is the possessee, followed by the 

possessor.  

There is a variety of methods to mark possession in Vezo. When the possessor is expressed 

through a pronoun suffix, it is attached directly to the noun, as it can be seen in the following 

examples. 

(34) zokiko 

zoky-ko 

older.sibling-1SG.POSS 

‘my older sibling’ 

(35) valiˀe 

valy-ˀe  

spouse-3SG.POSS 

‘his/her spouse’  

(36) tsanonay 

tsano-nay 



house-1PL.EXCL.POSS 

‘our house’  

When the possessor is a noun, there are three methods in Vezo. The first one is the juxtaposition 

of two nouns. The possessee precedes the possessor. Possessive constructions do not always 

communicate the idea of belonging. Sometimes, like in the following two examples of 

juxtaposition, the construction offers some degree of clarification on the matter of the grease and 

the trade: it is grease from a cow and fish trade.  

(37) solike  aombe 

grease  cow 

‘cow grease’ 

(38) varotse  fia 

trade   fish 

‘trade of fish/selling fish’ 

(39) loha riake 

head sea 

‘head of the sea’ 

The second method uses the genitive particle n which connects the two nouns. The genitive 

particle is added directly between the possessee and the possessor, possibly attached to the 

possessor. 

The following are some examples of common noun associations to show possession.  

(40) fombanjazaˀay 

fomba-n-raza-ˀay 

custom-GEN-ancestor-1PL.EXCL.POSS 



‘customs of our ancestors’ 

(41) kivironampela 

kiviro-n-ampela 

earring-GEN-woman 

‘women’s earring(s)’ 

(42) lakanolo 

laka-n-olo 

canoe-GEN-people 

‘people’s canoe’ 

(43) hotsonaombe  

hotso-n-aombe  

hoof-GEN-cow 

‘hoof of cow/cow’s hoof’  

(44) sikinampela  

siky-n-ampela  

clothes-GEN-woman  

‘(the) woman’s clothes’ 

(45) vavaˀe laka toy 

vava-ˀe   laka  toy 

mouth-3SG.POSS  canoe  this 

‘(the) mouth of this canoe’ 

Most of these examples can be translated as possessions, but others are associative constructions 

which do not convey the meaning of belonging, like in the following examples. The medicine 



tablet denotes what kind of tablet it is, not that it belongs to the medicine. The labour does not 

belong to one man in particular, but that specific work was enough for only one man. 

(46) katsanaole 

katsa-n-aole 

seed-GEN-medicine 

‘tablet of medicine’ 

(47) fanjorotanolo raike 

f-aN-jorotse-a-n-olo     raike 

NMLZ-SFP-labour-CIRCUM-GEN-person  one 

‘labour for one person/one man’s work’ 

These constructions which use the n particle look very similar to some compound nouns 

discussed in a previous section. There, it was suggested that the nasal is added to the second 

noun, as it causes phonological modifications on the beginning of that noun. Here, it could be 

suggested that the nasal/genitive particle is added to the second noun, which is the possessor, 

according to the pattern found in the compound nouns. Or, it could be suggested that the genitive 

particle is attached to the possessee, similarly to how the second method of marking possession 

operates, with the -ˀe suffix added to the possessee. This would agree with Dalrymple, Lakata 

and Mackie (2006, p. 318) when discussing OM nominal morphology as consisting “mainly in 

the formation of genitive compounds. These are of the form Head+NPgen.” When the Head is a 

noun, NPgen refers to the possessor. According to them, it is not the head which is marked for 

genitive. 

The third method of expressing possession does not use the genitive particle n, but makes use of 

the 3rd person singular suffix -ˀe to connect the two nouns. In this case, anaraˀe haza does not 



mean ‘his name hunt’, as would be expected, but ‘the name of the hunt’, and it is the same with 

the other examples given below.   

(48) anaraˀe haza 

anara-ˀe   haza 

name-3SG.POSS  hunt 

‘name of the hunt/what the hunt is called’ 

(49) haraˀe jakake ine 

hara-ˀe   jakake  ine 

shell-3SG.POSS  crab  that 

‘that crab’s shell’ 

(50) jalaˀe pivily 

jala-ˀe    p-i-vily 

money-3SG.POSS  NMLZ-SFP-price 

‘buyer’s money’ 

This method is similar to how OM uses the determiner ny. Only one of the narrators used the 

determiners ny ‘the’ and i (used before proper nouns) in possessive constructions in the data. It 

could be that this particular narrator incorporated OM features in the way she spoke. Below are 

two examples taken from her story.    

(51) sisin’ny vala  

sisy-n’  ny vala  

edge-GEN DET enclosure 

‘edge of the enclosure’  

(52) fandehanan’i Ratsiraky  



f-aN-leha-n-a-n’    i  Ratsiraky  

NMLZ-SFP-movement-EC-CIRCUM-GEN DET Ratsiraky 

‘Ratsiraky’s route/going’ 

Possessive constructions can be used not only to show possession, but to show direction, like in 

the following example: 

(53) lavitse iy antimoˀay eo 

lavitse  iy  antimo-ˀay    eo 

far 3SG South-1PL.EXCL.POSS there 

‘it is far, South form us’ 

Verbs 

Malagasy verb features 

Most Austronesian languages are viewed as agglutinative-synthetic (Blust, 2009, p. 355). The 

general structure of the verb in synthetic languages is complex, as Aikhenvald describes it, with a 

tendency to have derivational markers close to the verb’s root, while tense and mood markers 

tend to appear further away from the root, and “person, number, and also gender agreement 

markers are usually expected to occur on the very edge of the verb” (Aikhenvald, 2015, p. 153). 

I investigated the verb with some expectations of what I would find, mainly because of previous 

studies and readings on other Malagasy varieties, most of them on Official Malagasy. I was 

expecting to find similarities between the OM and the Vezo verb, such as voice, mood, aspect 

and tense markings. Dziwirek (1989) identifies three components in the formation of the active 

voice verb in Malagasy: the tense prefix, a stem-forming prefix (SFP), and the root. I will use 

Dziwirek’s terminology for the stem-forming prefixes (i-, a-, aN-) which occur in the active and 

circumstantial voice verb forms.  



Keenan identifies four voices in OM: active, circumstantial, goal and intermediary, where the last 

two are referred to as passive voice by others. He continues to describe how the goal voice is 

formed using the -ana/-ina suffixes, and the intermediary voice is formed by attaching the a- 

prefix to the root (1976, p. 257). Dalrymple, Liakata and Mackie classify OM verbs according to 

case: nominative, accusative, genitive, where case is shown by the arguments of the verb. “Verbs 

which take a genitive complement are non-active verbs, a category which includes passive verbs 

and circumstantial verbs” (Dalrymple, Liakata and Mackie, 2005, p. 6). What they identify as 

‘genitive’ seems to be the agent attached to the verb, but I would prefer to not call genitive. This 

is a topic that has been discussed in the literature, and it is not the focus of this research. 

Vezo verb features 

The main component of a verb is the root. Roots are rarely used as verbs by themselves. 

Normally, a finite form is used. We were able to identify the inflecting morphemes on the verb, 

and the meaning of the root, but in some cases, this was not possible, and a gloss is given to the 

entire final form only.  

Affixes are attached to the root to form the final verb form. Tense is marked by prefixes, voice is 

marked by stem-forming prefixes and suffixes, and the imperative mood is formed through 

affixation. Each of these elements are described in detail in the next sections. Vezo has three 

distinct voices, similar to OM: active, circumstantial and passive. When the verb is not in the 

active voice, the verb can have an agent, or actor. A non-active verb can be used without an 

agent, in example (54). From a total of 1181 verbs in the data, 59% are in the active voice, 36% 

are in the passive voice, and only 5% occur in the circumstantial voice. 

(54) hatao   

h-a-tao 



FUT-PASS-action 

‘will be done’   

Vezo verbs are not inflected for number, gender or person. In fact, in the active voice, all verb 

forms are identical, and one needs the entire sentence in order to know who the subject of the 

verb is. This can be seen in the following examples, where the verb has the same form for third 

person singular and plural. 

(55) Madame Patrisy  la mahay   any zay soa. 

madame Patrisy  la m-a-hay  any zay soa 

woman/wife Patrisy  CONN PRS-SFP-known EMPH this good 

‘Mrs Patrisy knows this well.’ 

(56) Mahay   raha koa ty olo eñy reo. 

m-a-hay  raha koa ty olo eñy reo 

PRS-SFP-known thing also DET people there these 

‘These people also know that.’ 

Active voice 

In the active voice, the verb is formed by attaching prefixes to the root, and one suffix in the case 

of imperatives. The number of affixes varies between verbs, but there is a total of nine identified 

prefixes (m-, n-, h-, i-, aN-, a-, amp-, aha-, if-), and the imperative suffix (-a). Each of them is 

discussed and exemplified in the following sections. The order of the morphemes is illustrated in 

Table 6: closest to the root is the SFP, which is preceded by the tense prefix. Reciprocal and 

causative prefixes are placed between the tense prefix and the root, or between the tense prefix 

and the SFP. The imperative suffix always follows the root. Tense markers and stem-forming 

prefixes are obligatory. The other affixes are optional and appear in brackets in the table. There 



are exceptions where a verb is formed without an SFP, like moly ‘go home’, or other examples 

where the existence of a reciprocal or a causative is enough, and there is no SFP. In nahabe 

‘grew up’ or nifania ‘chased each other’, should the causative or reciprocal be removed, the word 

would be ungrammatical. In those cases, the causative and reciprocal become obligatory. 

Table 6: Active voice verb morphology  

Tense 

prefix 

(Reciprocal 

prefix) 

(Causative 

prefix) 

Stem-

forming 

prefix 

Root (Imperative 

suffix) 

Example English 

n-/m-/h- if- amp-/aha- i-/aN-/a-  -a   

m-   i- akanjo  miakanjo ‘to dress up’ 

n-  aha-  be  nahabe ‘grew up’ 

n-  amp- aN- foha  nampamoha ‘woke 

(someone) 

up’ 

h-   a- hay  hahay ‘will know’ 

n- if-   ania  nifania ‘chased 

each-other’ 

m-    oly -a molia ‘go home!’ 

 

Tense prefixes 

Tense is marked by three prefixes: m- for present tense, n- for past tense, and h- for future. The 

tense prefix is placed in the furthermost left position from the root, and it is always present in the 

active voice. Examples (57a), (57b) and (57c) illustrate all three tenses. 

(57a) manao   

m-aN-tao 



PRS-SFP-action 

‘do/does’   

(57b) nanao   

n-aN-tao 

PST-SFP-action 

‘did’   

(57c) hanao   

h-aN-tao 

FUT-SFP-action 

‘will do’  

Stem-forming prefixes 

The three stem-forming prefixes, as Dziwirek (1989) calls them for OM, specific to the active 

voice are i-, a- and aN-, with N indicating a nasal which often causes a phonological 

transformation at the beginning of the root. Among the three affixes, the most frequently used are 

i- and aN-, with significantly less verbs using a-. At a first glance, the affixes do not seem to bear 

meaning, as each of them seems to be attached to different categories of roots.   

(58) miakatse  

m-i-akatse 

PRS-SFP-ascent 

‘climb up’  

(59) mahita  

m-a-hita 

PRS-SFP-seen 



‘see’  

(60) mandeha  

m-aN-leha 

PRS-SFP-movement 

‘go’  

There are cases where one root can accept two affixes, separately, which changes the meaning of 

the verb. In the following two examples, miotse is intransitive, while manotse is transitive: 

(61a) Lafa iy mifototse lime vola, mandeha lapotaly miotse, mamonjy rasazy.  

lafa  iy  m-i-fototse  lime  vola  m-aN-leha   lapotaly  

when  3SG  PRS-SFP-root  five  month  PRS-SFP-movement  hospital  

m-i-otse   m-aN-vonje  rasazy 

PRS-SFP-massage  PRS-SFP-help  midwife 

‘When she begins the fifth month, she goes to the hospital to receive a massage, to see 

the midwife.’  

(61b) Faraˀe fa matahotse amy zay koa aho ty resan’olo, nangalake amy zay aho reninjaza, 

reninjaza manotse rey.  

fara-ˀe    fa   m-a-tahotse   amy  zay  koa  aho  

 final-3SG.POSS  already  PRS-SFP-fear   at  this  also  1SG  

 ty  resa-n’-olo    n-angalake  amy  zay  aho  reny-njaza,  

DET conversation-GEN-people  PST-removed  at  this  1SG mother-baby  

reny-njaza  m-aN-otse   rey 

mother-baby  PRS-SFP-massage  those 



‘Finally, I was already afraid because of what people said, so I took a midwife, one of 

those who give massages.’  

However, not every verb with the i- prefix is intransitive, just as not every verb with the aN- 

prefix is transitive. This is seen in the following two examples. In (62), the root is marked as 

ROOT and not glossed because its meaning is unclear, and it is not used on its own. 

(62) Nihina hany ie. 

n-i-hina   hany  ie 

PST-SFP-ROOT  food  3SG 

‘She ate food.’ 

(63) …ta handeha koa. 

ta  h-aN-leha   koa  

want  FUT-SFP-movement  also 

‘…(we) also want to go.’  

Causative prefixes 

Between the tense prefix and the root, the language accepts no more than two prefixes at a time, 

which would be a causative plus one of the stem-forming prefixes. There are two different 

causative prefixes, amp- and aha-, each of them denoting a slightly different sense of causative. 

It is difficult to find the right definition or description for each of them, but in (64), (65) and (66), 

amp- seems to convey the idea of an event, or person, or reason to cause whatever is in the 

discussion. The second causative, aha-, seems to add the idea of a process or duration for 

something to become a certain way, as in examples (67) and (68): 

(64) nampalahelo  

n-amp-alahelo 



PAST-CAUS-sorrow 

‘it caused to be sad’  

(65) mampatahotse  

m-amp-a-tahotse 

PRS-CAUS-SFP-fear 

‘it causes fear’  

(66) nampiterake  

n-amp-i-terake 

PST-CAUS-SFP-born 

‘she caused to give birth, she acted as midwife’  

(67) maharary  

m-aha-rary 

PRS-CAUS-pain 

‘it is painful, it brings pain’  

(68) mahavezo  

m-aha-vezo 

PRS-CAUS-Vezo 

‘what makes one vezo’  

Reciprocal prefix 

Vezo has a reciprocal prefix if-, which is placed immediately after the tense prefix. There is only 

one reciprocal verb in the data, illustrated in example (69). The verb has the tense and the 

reciprocal prefix attached to the root. Because this is the only example, it is not certain whether a 



reciprocal accepts an SFP or a causative as well, but it is not excluded. OM allows all of the 

above in a verb, as in example (70). 

(69) nifania  

n-if-ania 

PST-RECIP-ROOT  (root: probably some sort of chase) 

‘(they) chased each other’  

(70)  mifampiresaka 

 m-if-amp-i-resaka 

 PRS-RECIP-CAUS-SFP-conversation 

 ‘to cause each other to talk’ 

Verb root 

The basis of a verb is its root, which can be different word categories. Below are examples of 

each category: (71) a noun, (72) an adjective, (73) a participle, (74) a demonstrative, (75) a verb 

or (76) a number. The verb root usually has meaning and can be used on its own, like akanjo 

‘clothes’ which forms the verb miakanjo ‘wear clothes.’ There are also examples of roots which 

are not used on their own and it is difficult to find their meaning. For example, hina is the root of 

the verb mihina ‘eat’, but the sense of hina is not as clear as other examples; it has to do with the 

idea of food, according to the definition in Poirot’s dictionary (1999, p. 313). 

(71)  mamarotse 

m-aN-varotse 

PRS-SFP-trade 

‘to sell’ 

(72)  mahabe 



m-aha-be 

PRS-CAUS-big 

‘to become big/to grow up’ 

(73)  mahita 

m-a-hita 

PRS-SFP-seen 

‘to see’ 

(74)  manatoy 

m-aN-atoy 

PRS-SFP-here 

‘to come here’ 

(75)  niavy 

n-i-avy 

PST-SFP-arrive 

‘(he) arrived’ 

(76)  nitelo 

n-i-telo 

PST-SFP-three 

‘(they) were three’ 

Compound words can also function as the stem of a verb. There are various compound stems: in 

example (77) two nouns form the stem, in (78) the stem if formed of a locative and a noun.  

(77)  mihetsijaza 

m-i-hetsike-zaza 



PRS-SFP-agitation-baby 

‘to have contractions’ 

(78)  manajiake 

m-aN-aN-riake 

PRS-SFP-LOC-sea 

‘to go towards the sea’ 

Reduplication occurs in verbs, as well as other word categories. The verb root can be a) partially 

reduplicated or b) fully reduplicated. They are illustrated in the examples below: 

a) Partially reduplicated root 

(79) manapatapake  

m-aN-tapa~tapake  

PRS-SFP-cut~ATT 

‘(to) cut’     

b) Fully reduplicated root 

(80) nifalifaly  

n-i-faly~faly 

PST-SFP-happy~ATT 

‘were (somewhat) happy/had fun’ 

Mood: Imperative 

The only suffix on an active voice verb is -a, which marks the imperative mood. It is placed 

immediately after the root.  

(81) molia  

m-oly-a 



PRS-return-IMP.ACT 

‘go home!’ 

Circumstantial voice 

Verbs are seldomly used in the circumstantial voice form – only 5% of the verbs in the data. 

Looking at the verb form, one can see similarities with the active voice form. In fact, in order to 

convert a verb into the circumstantial voice, the present tense prefix needs to be removed, and 

one of the circumstantial stem-forming suffixes (-a, -e or -i) needs to be attached to the root. The 

verb can be marked for the past (n-) and future (h-) tenses. Present tense is not marked. Because 

this verb form is produced from the active voice form, it retains the three stem-forming prefixes 

the active voice uses (i-, a-, aN-), as well as one of the causatives (amp-). The aha- causative or 

the reciprocal if- do not occur in the data, but there is the possibility that they are used, if any 

active voice verb can be transformed into one in the circumstantial voice. The agent or actor of 

the circumstantial voice verb can be either a noun or an NP, or a pronoun suffix. It is not easy to 

translate this form into English; rather, one needs to look at the full sentence and translate it in 

such a way that it conveys the intended meaning.  

The following examples are verbs formed from the same root: (82a) and (83a) are in the active 

voice and (82b) and (83b) are in the circumstantial voice.  

(82a) mandeha   →  (82b)  andehanany  

m-aN-leha      aN-leha-n-a-ny 

PRS-SFP-movement     SFP-movement-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG 

‘(to) go’      ‘(where) it goes/its going’ 

(83a)  miboake  →  (83b)  iboahany  

m-i-voake     i-voake-a-ny 



PRS-SFP-exit    SFP-exit-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG 

‘(to) exit’    ‘(during) their coming out’ 

Tense 

While active voice verbs are marked for present tense with the prefix m-, verbs in the 

circumstantial voice are not. The circumstantial voice, without any tense markers, begins with 

the stem-forming prefix. Examples (84) and (85) show verbs without tense markers. 

(84) Katsafa ine amy zay, ine ro ianjoaɁay. 

Katsafa  ine  amy  zay  ine  ro  i-anjo-a-Ɂay 

tree.bark  that  at  this  that  CONN SFP-bathing-SFS.CIRCUM-

1PL.EXCL.AG 

‘That katsafay, that is used for our washing/that is what we wash with.’ 

(85) …angatahitsika mompera hihina hane amitsika atoy 

aN-hatake-i-tsika     mompera  h-i-hina   hane 

 SFP-request-SFS.CIRCUM-1PL.INCL.AG  priest   FUT-SFP-ROOT  food 

 amy-tsika   atoy 

with-1PL.INCL  here 

 ‘…we invite the priest to have a meal with us here.’ 

Past tense is marked with the prefix n-, which occurs first in the verb form. Below are some past 

tense examples. 

(86) …tsy raha fa nidareaɁay ty viliɁe 

tsy  raha  fa  n-i-dare-a-Ɂay       ty   

not  thing  but  PST-SFP-care-SFS.CIRCUM-1PL.EXCL.AG  DET  

vili-Ɂe  



price-3SG.POSS 

  ‘…we did not care about its price/its price was not something we cared about.’ 

(87) Tamy fotoa ’85 nandehanaɁay teñy zay. 

t-amy   fotoa  85  n-aN-leha-n-a-Ɂay       

PST-at   time  85  PST-SFP-movement-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-1PL.EXCL.AG   

 t-eñy   zay  

PST-there  this 

  ‘In (the time of) ’85 is when we went there.’ 

The future tense marker h- occupies the same initial position as the past tense prefix. 

(88) Ka hanao akory tsika henanike io ty hiaviatsika an-tana eny koa? 

ka  h-aN-tao   akory  tsika   henanike  io  ty    

so  FUT-SFP-action  how  1PL.INCL  now   that  DET  

h-i-avy-a-tsika      an-tana  eny  koa  

FUT-SFP-arrive-SFS.CIRCUM-1PL.INCL.AG  LOC-town  there  also  

‘So now, what will we do to arrive back in town/what will we do about our arriving there 

in town? 

Stem-forming prefixes 

The stem-forming prefixes are the same as in the active voice: i-, a-, and aN-. Outside of context, 

there does not seem to be any sign for transitivity in the verb forms. Changing valency is 

discussed later in this section.  

Below are some examples with each SFP, for the reader to become more familiar with this verb 

form. 

(89) …ka vola peake bakao io, io ro hiterahaˀao. 



ka  vola  peake  baka  ao   io  io  ro   

so  moon  stripe  from there.inside  that  that  CONN  

h-i-terake-a-ˀao  

FUT-SFP-born-SFS.CIRCUM-2SG.AG 

 ‘…so after the striped moon (beginning of the month), that is when you will give birth.’ 

(90) Iy vita baka nampanitsine amy lovia amy zay ie…  

iy  vita   baka  n-amp-a-nitsi-n-e     amy lovia 

3SG  is.completed  from  PST-CAUS-SFP-cold-EC-SFS.CIRCUM  at  plate 

 amy  zay  ie 

 at  this  3SG  

‘It is ready after having been cooled on the plate…’ 

(91) Zay zañy ty anaovan’ny masikoro azy. 

zay  zañy  ty  aN-tao-v-a-n    ny  masikoro  azy 

this  then  DET SFP-action-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-GEN DET  masikoro  3SG 

  ‘That is what it is called by the Masikoro (people).’ 

Stem-forming suffixes 

The circumstantial voice verb has three suffixes, called here stem-forming suffixes (SFS). They 

are similar to the passive voice suffixes – a vowel which occurs immediately after the root, in 

word-final position.  

Dalrymple, Liakata and Mackie (2005, p. 8) describe the OM circumstantial as being built from 

roots which are prefixed and suffixed with “-Cana, where C is the root-specific epenthetic 

consonant.” In Vezo, verbs in the circumstantial voice are also suffixed, with the most frequent 



SFS being -a. It follows the root and it can be preceded by an epenthetic consonant (EC), such as 

[r], [z], [n], [s], [f], [v]. This phenomenon also exists in the formation of the passive voice verbs.  

Example (92) is of a verb in the circumstantial voice formed with the -a SFS.  

(92) …tsy ela hiavia a Morombe eto zaho baka Andavadoake. 

tsy  ela   h-i-avy-a     a  Morombe  eto    

not  long.time  FUT-SFP-arrive-SFS.CIRCUM  to  Morombe  here   

zaho  baka  Andavatoake 

1SG  from  Andavadoake 

‘…(it was) not long for me to arrive here in Morombe from Andavadoake.’  

The not so frequent circumstantial suffixes are -e and -i, seen in examples (93) and (94). One 

could argue that it is only one suffix, with some variation, as this can occur in some word-final 

positions. For example, iy and ie ‘s/he’, or riake and riaky ‘sea’.  

(93)  ampanintsine 

amp-a-nintsi-n-e 

CAUS-SFP-cold-EC-SFS.CIRCUM 

‘is caused to cool’ 

(94)  nampitangirifiˀe 

n-amp-i-tangirike-f-i-ˀe 

PST-CAUS-SFP-watching.out-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG 

‘was caused by her to watch out’ 

There is one verb root in the data which occurs with each of the three stem-forming suffixes, all 

three produced by the same speaker, in the same narrative. They can be seen in (95a), (95b) and 

(95c). There is no difference between them, except in the pronoun suffixes, two of them 



beginning with a glottal stop and the third beginning with a consonant. A common feature 

between the use of -i and -e could have been expected, but it is not the case. It could be argued 

then, that there is a level of free variation in the case of some verb roots. At this point, more data 

would be needed for an in-depth analysis of this verb form. 

(95a) hampihinanaˀe 

h-amp-i-hina-n-a-ˀe 

FUT-CAUS-SFP-ROOT-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG 

‘will be caused by him to eat’ 

(95b) hampihinaneˀao 

h-amp-i-hina-n-e-ˀao 

FUT-CAUS-SFP-ROOT-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-2SG.AG 

‘will be caused by you to eat’ 

(95c) hampihinaniko 

h-amp-i-hina-n-i-ko 

FUT-CAUS-SFP-ROOT-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-1SG.AG 

‘will be caused by me to eat’ 

Roots ending in -tse and -ke either lose the final syllable or it is modified. The root olotse 

‘removal of feathers’ in example (96), loses the final -tse syllable. The -ke ending is either 

modified, i.e. k becomes h and e disappears, like in (97) petake ‘attached’, or it is lost 

completely, like in (98) tangirike ‘idea of watching, spying’.  

(96) nioloraˀe 

n-i-olotse-r-a-ˀe 

PST-SFP-removal.of.feathers-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG 



‘were plucked by him’ 

(97) nametahako 

n-aN-petake-a-ko 

PST-SFP-attached-SFS-CIRCUM-1SG.AG 

‘where was placed by me’ 

(98) nampitangirifiˀe 

n-amp-i-tangirike-f-i-ˀe 

PST-CAUS-SFP-watching.out-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG 

‘was caused by her to watch out’ 

Causative 

The circumstantial voice verb can occur in a causative form, using the prefix amp-, which is 

positioned between the tense marker and the SFP, if the verb is in the past or future form. 

(99) Fa tsy hampihinaniko olo raha nihareko io. 

fa  tsy  h-amp-i-hina-n-i-ko      olo  raha  

but  not  FUT-CAUS-SFP-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-1SG.AG  people  thing  

ni-hary-ko       io  

PST.PASS-accumulated.possessions-1SG.AG  that 

  ‘But people will not be caused by me to eat/I will not feed people something bred by me.’ 

Passive voice 

Verbs in the passive voice are very frequently used, with as much as 36% of the total of verbs. 

The procedural text in the data was the only one where the passive voice verbs exceeded the 

active voice verbs numerically. The narratives generally showed a preference for the active 

voice.  



Passive voice verbs are formed through affixation: there stem-forming affixes and one infix 

attached to the root. The agent or actor of a verb can be attached to the verb word-finally. Table 7 

shows the order of affixes in a passive verb. Tense prefixes can be directly attached to the root; 

they mark the past and future tenses. The SFP and the infix can be attached directly to the root, 

but they do not occur in combinations together. Usually, a root only allows one stem-forming 

affix, either the prefix or the suffix. Exceptions have been found, like the verb asia ‘is put’ given 

in Table 7. Unlike the active and circumstantial voices, where verb roots can be a variety of word 

categories, in the passive voice, the roots are either nouns or participles.  

Table 7: Passive voice verb morphology  

Tense 

prefix 

Stem-

forming 

prefix 

(SFP) 

Passive 

Infix 

Root Stem-

forming 

suffix 

(SFS) 

Imperative 

suffix 

Example English 

n-/ni- 

h-/ho- 

a- <in>  -i/-e/-a -o   

   ala -a  ala ‘is taken’ 

 a-  finja   afinja ‘is moved’ 

  <in> ketsike   kinetsike ‘is 

cooked’ 

   lany -e  lanie ‘is 

consumed’ 

 a-  jobo  -o ajobono ‘drop it 

in!’ 



h- a-  tao   hatao ‘will be 

done’ 

 a-  isy -a  asia ‘is put’ 

 

Affixes 

Passive voice affixes include: the prefix a-, the infix <in> and three suffixes (-a, -e, -i). There is 

more than one category of passive verbs. Those identified in the data are passives formed with 

the prefix a-, and passives formed with the suffixes -a, -e or -i. There are also passive verbs 

without any inflectional or derivational affixes attached, like angala ‘is removed’, hita ‘is seen’, 

lany ‘is consumed’, re ‘is heard’ and vita ‘is completed’. In OM, this kind of passive verb is 

called root passive, because the root itself it the verb in complete form. 

(100) Tsika mihary akoho maro reo, va manino laha angala? 

tsika   m-i-hary     akoho   maro  reo  va 

1PL.INCL PRS-SFP-accumulated.possessions  chicken many these INTER  

 m-aN-ino   laha  angala 

PRS-SFP-what if is.removed 

  ‘We have many chickens, what if (one) is removed?’ 

(101) Tsy hita amy zay horita zao. 

tsy  hita  amy  zay  horita   zao 

not  is.seen  at  this  octopus  like.this 

‘So then the octopus was not seen/found.’ 

(102) Lany aole ine amy zay…  

lany   aole   ine  amy  zay 



is.consumed  medicine  that  at  this 

‘(When) the medicine is consumed…’ 

(103) ‘Eka, hoy ampela ine, fa re zay.’ 

eka  hoy  ampela  ine  fa  re   zay 

yes  say  woman  that  already  is.heard  this 

‘Yes, said the woman, it is already heard.’ 

(104) Nioloraˀe, vita soa, le lasa nahoda ine. 

n-i-olotse-r-a-ˀe       vita   soa le 

PST-SFP-removal.of.feathers-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.AG  is.completed  good CONN 

lasa  nahoda  ine 

gone  man   that 

‘He plucked the feathers, it was completed well, then that man left.’ 

Some of these passive root verbs can be affixed as well, like lanie ‘be consumed’ in (105). The 

affix might convey the information that the action is accomplished by someone, not only that it 

takes place. What matters is that there is someone who must consume what is in the bowl, not 

that it will no longer be in the bowl.  

(105)  Tsy maintse lanie feno bole bevata ine. 

tsy maintse  lani-e    feno  bole  be  vata  ine 

must   is.consumed-PASS  full  bowl  much  body  that 

‘(You) must finish the whole big bowl/The whole big bowl must be consumed.’ 

The passive affixes always occur individually, never in combination with another. The affixes are 

illustrated in the examples below: a- in (106), the suffix -a in (107) and the suffixes -e and -i in 

(108) and (109), which could be dialectal variations of the same word endings.  



(106) Mikalo amy zay zahay le atao ty aly varotse.  

m-i-kalo   amy  zay  zahay   le  a-tao   ty   

PRS-SFP-price  at  this  1PL.EXCL  CONN PASS-action  DET  

aly-varotse  

battle-trade 

‘Then we buy, and negotiation is done.’ 

(107) …fe tsy aria ie fa atele.    

fe  tsy  ari-a    ie  fa  a-teli-e  

but  not  throwing.away-PASS  3SG  but  PASS-swallowed-PASS  

‘…but it is not thrown away but swallowed.’ 

(108) Ketsehe katsafa ine le mangotsakotsake.     

ketseke-e  katsafa   ine  le  m-aN-kotsa~kotsake 

cooking-PASS  tree.bark  that  CONN PRS-SFP-boiling~ATT 

‘That tree bark is/must be cooked and it boils.’  

(109) …velary soa amy zay.  

velatse-r-i   soa  amy  zay 

spreading-EC-PASS good  at  this 

‘…then it is spread (with the sense of ‘spread it’) well.’   

There is one exception to the rule which allows one passive affix at a time, where the prefix and 

one of the suffixes are both attached to the root. This is illustrated in the example below.  

(110) Tsy asia sira? 

tsy  a-isy-a    sira  

not  PASS-existence-PASS  salt  



‘Salt is not added?’ 

There is a peculiar case in the data where the same root can be formed into two kinds of passive, 

either using the prefix a-, or the suffix -a: asolo and soloa with the same meaning of ‘being 

replaced’. It is the only case where one root accepts either the prefix or the suffix, both used by 

the same speaker in the same narrative. 

(111a) Ala salotse nandeseˀao niterake ine, soloa salotse vao 

ala-a    salotse  n-anday-s-e-ˀao    n-i-terake  

 removed-PASS  clothes  PST-carrying-EC-PASS-2SG.AG  PST-SFP-born 

 ine solo-a    salotse  vao 

that substitute-PASS  clothes  new 

‘The clothes brought by you to give birth are taken off, replaced with new clothes.’ 

(111b) Salotse malio amy zay asolo anao… 

salotse  m-a-lio    amy  zay  a-solo    anao 

clothes  PRS-SFP-cleanliness   at  this  PASS-substitute  2SG 

 ‘Clean clothes then are replaced by you…’ 

Unlike OM, Vezo uses the infix <in> to form the passive voice. Verbs that have the infix can also 

have another passive affix attached to the root, but not both of them at the same time, with the 

exception of sokafinay ‘opened by us’. The verbs don’t seem to change their meanings, 

regardless of the choice in affix. This is seen in the table below: 

Table 8: Passive voice infix 

ketsehe ‘is cooked’ ketsike-e 

kinetsike ‘is cooked’ k<in>etsike 



rambese ‘is taken’ rambe-s-e 

rinambe ‘is taken’ r<in>ambe 

sinokake ‘is opened’ s<in>okake 

sokafinay ‘is opened by us’ sokatse-f-i-nay 

itire ‘is stretched’ i-titse-r-e 

tinariko ‘is stretched by me’ t<in>itse-r-i-ko 

vakie ‘is split open’ vaki-e 

vinakiˀe ‘split by her’ v<in>aki-ˀe 

 

Some words contain epenthetic consonants added between morphemes. In the passive voice, 

verbs tend to include [s], [r], [n], [f] and [m], as illustrated by the examples in the table below.    

Table 9: Epenthetic consonants  

andese ‘is brought’ anday-s-e 

hosora ‘is smeared’ hosotse-r-a 

volaniko ‘is said by me’ vola-n-i-ko 

resafy ‘is talked’ resake-f-i 

inome ‘is drunk’ ino-m-e 

 

Tense 

Past tense is marked with n- in (112) where the root starts with a vowel or when another prefix 

follows immediately, and with ni- in (113) where it attaches to a root beginning in a consonant. 

Example (113) shows the one occurrence of no- in the data, which is the prefix OM uses. 



Whether it is a rare occurrence in Vezo, or an influence from OM remains to be investigated 

further.  

(112) Lakako baka Ambolimailaky zany nandesiko atoy. 

laka-ko     baka     Ambolimailaky  zany     

canoe-1SG.POSS      from     Ambolimailaky  then   

n-anday-s-i-ko    atoy  

PST-carrying-EC-PASS-1SG.AG  here 

‘My canoe from Ambolimailaky, was brought by me here.’ 

(113) Tsy manky jala ine satsia tsy nihalino teny.  

tsy  manky  jala  ine  satsia   tsy  ni-halino   t-eny 

not  lack  money  that  because not  PST-forgotten   PST-there 

‘No money is missing because it was not forgotten there.’ 

(114) Notakoniˀay amy zay laka ine. 

no-tako-n-i-ˀay      amy  zay  laka  ine 

PST-carrying.from.beneath-EC-PASS-1PL.EXCL.AG  at  this  canoe  that 

‘Then that canoe was carried by us (from underneath).’ 

Future tense is marked by h- when the root starts with a vowel or when it is immediately 

followed by another prefix, or by ho- before a root starting in a consonant. They can be seen in 

the following two examples. 

(115) Handese a lapotaly any ho terake.  

h-anday-s-e    a  lapotaly  any  ho-terake 

FUT-carrying-EC-PASS  to  hospital  there  FUT-born 

‘Will be brought to the hospital there to give birth.’ 



(116) Abakao, hoy ty lehilahy, fa horanitiko.    

a-baka-o    hoy  ty  lehilahy  fa    

PASS-from-PASS.IMP  say  DET man   because   

ho-ranitse-ko  

FUT-sharpness-1SG.AG 

‘Bring it, said the man, because it will be sharpened by me.’ 

Aspect 

In the passive voice, the completive prefix voa- can be attached to the root, as in (117) and (118). 

The prefix voa- exists in OM as well, and it refers to an action which was completed. 

(117) Lafa voatombotomboke voloso ine ie…  

lafa  voa-tombo~ tomboke  voloso  ine  ie  

when  COMPL-strike~ATT spear  that  3SG  

‘When it is stricken with the spear…’ 

(118) Voahitsaˀe namako anara Loly iny…  

voa-hitsake-ˀe    nama-ko   anara  Loly  iny  

COMPL-footprint-3SG.AG  friend-1SG.POSS  name  Loly  that  

‘(that) was trampled by my friend, called Loly…’ 

Causative prefixes can be attached to a passive verb.  

(119) La nampiliriko añivo ty vata… 

la n-amp-ilitse-r-i-ko     añ-ivo   ty  vata 

CONN PST-CAUS-entrance-EC-PASS-1SG.AG  LOC-middle DET  body 

‘Then it was placed by me in the middle of the bag.’ or ‘It was caused by me to enter in 

the middle of the bag.’ 



Agents of the passive verb 

A passive verb can have an agent, expressed through a pronominal suffix, a common noun or and 

NP, or a proper noun. Passive verbs can also be impersonal. The agent would either be 

understood from context, or it is not important, as the action matters most. Dalrymple, Lakata 

and Mackie (2006, p. 318) use the term genitive to refer to agents of a passive verb, as well as 

other linguists. I prefer to consider genitive only that which implies possession. Morphologically, 

the construction seems identical, but semantically, they are quite different. Consider the 

following examples: 

tsano-nay    versus   sokatse-f-i-nay 

house-1PL.EXCL.POSS    opening-EC-PASS-1PL.EXCL.AG 

‘our house’      ‘opened by us’ not ‘our opening’ 

Mood: Imperative 

Vezo not only has imperative forms in the active voice, but also in the passive voice. To translate 

them into English is quite a challenge. The imperative mood is marked by the suffix -o, and 

rarely -a. Usually, an imperative has no additional suffix attached to it, as it is clear the 

imperative is addressed to the second person singular or plural, but in (122) avilioˀareo ‘you 

sell!’ is the one exception in the data. Below are some examples of passives. 

(120) Lilio kimalao ine… 

lili-o    kimalao ine 

cut-PASS.IMP  chilli  that 

‘Chop that chilli!’ 

(121) …le lasa iha lomaisa.   

le  lasa  iha  lomay-s-a 



CONN gone  2SG  run-EC-PASS.IMP 

‘…then you are gone, run!’ or ‘then you’d better be gone running!’ 

(122) Avilioˀareo raha io, volamena io. 

a-vili-o-ˀareo     raha  io  vola-mena  io 

PASS-price-PASS.IMP-2PL.AG  thing  that  word-red  that 

‘Sell that thing, that gold!’ 

Changing valency 

Valency refers to the number of arguments of a verb. Languages can change or rearrange them. 

There are two kinds of processes: reducing valency and increasing valency.   

Reducing valency. 

Passives and antipassives are derivations used for reducing valency (Aikhenvald, 2015). This 

happens when a “core argument may be removed from a transitive clause, which then becomes 

intransitive” (Aikhenvald, 2015, p. 141).  

In what Aikhenvald calls a passive derivation, an underlying transitive clause is derived into an 

intransitive clause. The O becomes the S of the passive. The A goes into a peripheral function – it 

can be either omitted or included. A passive can be impersonal (or agentless).  

A basic transitive structure in Vezo is in (123). A is the subject of a transitive clause and O is the 

object.  

(123a)  Hanente [taliranoko reo]O [aho]A, mbo tao kitapoko toy. 

h-aN-hente   tali-rano-ko    reo  aho  mbo    

 FUT-SFP-look  rope-water-1SG.POSS  these  1SG  still   

t-ao    kitapo-ko  toy 

 



PST-there.inside  bag-1SG.POSS this 

‘I will look for my cords, they were still inside my bag.’ 

In (123b) the passive is marked by the suffix -a. This clause is intransitive. The A argument in 

the previous example, aho, is an oblique in (123b) and it is represented by the suffix -ko as the 

agent of the verb. 

(123b) Hentea[ko]OBL [five]S ine, tsy hitako. 

hente-a-ko   five  ine  tsy  hita-ko 

look-PASS-1SG.AG  row  that  not  seen-1SG.AG 

‘That row was looked for by me, it was not seen by me.’ 

The following example is an impersonal verb, where the agent is no longer included in the 

clause. The O tsaka ‘leaves’ in transitive clause (124a) would become S, as sira ‘salt’ in clause 

(124b). The oblique is not included in (124b), as it is not necessary. It could be included, if the 

identity of the agent was important in the context, but passive verbs are often impersonal.   

(124a)  Tsy hanise [tsaka]O [iha]A fa hanao ritse. 

tsy  h-aN-ise   tsaka  iha  fa  h-aN-tao   ritse 

not  FUT-SFP-existence  leaves  2SG  but  FUT-SFP-action  sauce 

‘You will not add leaves but will make a sauce.’ 

(124b)  Tsy asia [sira]S? 

tsy  a-ise-a    sira 

not  PASS-existence-PASS  salt 

‘Salt is not added?’ 



Increasing valency 

Increasing valency derivations include causatives and applicatives as the most common ones 

(Aikhenvald, 2015). Causative derivations add an argument to the intransitive clause, and it 

becomes transitive. The new argument is A, the causer. The former A may become O, and the 

former O may become oblique. In the causative (125b) below, ty is the new argument, the causer. 

It is a determiner, but in the context of an invitation for a meal, it is clear what it refers to. A new 

O is added to the causative as well.  

(125a) m-a-zoto   [ampela  reto]S 

PRS-SFP-diligence  woman  these 

‘These women are diligent.’ 

(125b) ombia,  mompera,  [ty]A  m-amp-a-zoto    [anao]O 

when   priest   DET  PRS-CAUS-SFP-eagerness  2SG 

‘When, father, will it cause you to be eager? 

The following two examples are not identical in terms of vocabulary. They are two different 

examples from the data, which are similar enough for the purpose of this illustration. Example 

(126a) is a transitive clause with an O and an A. After the derivation, in (126b) the verb has an 

agent, the causer, which should be the new argument A. The former A did not become O, and the 

former O remains as O. What seems to happen in Vezo is that the verb keeps its A and O 

arguments, and it adds the causer. However, the causer takes the form of a bound pronoun -njozy, 

not the subject pronoun form rozy. This should not be a problem because in “nominative-

accusative systems, bound pronouns refer to the A and S of the verb.” (Aikhenvald, 2015, p. 

130). Vezo bound pronouns may refer to A. 

(126a) m-i-hina   [soso]O  amy  zay  [iha]A 



PRS-SFP-ROOT  rice.porrige  at  this  2SG 

‘Then you eat rice porridge.’ 

(126b) mbo  tsy  amp-i-hina-n-i-[njozy]A     [sira]O   

 still  not  CAUS-SFP-ROOT-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3PL.AG  salt    

 [zaho]A  amy  zay  

1SG   at  this 

‘I was still not caused/allowed by them to eat salt.’ 

Applicative derivations also add an argument, like the causatives. In this case, the transitivity of 

the verb determines the function of the applicative. Applied to an intransitive verb, it increases 

the number of arguments (an O is added – from a peripheral argument position, and the S 

becomes A), and it becomes transitive. Vezo almost follows this pattern. The intransitive nifoha 

has an S, which becomes the A of the transitive namoha, and a new argument O is added. The 

distinction between the two verbs is in the SFP: i- for the intransitive verb, and aN- for transitive 

verb. However, this distinction does not apply to all verbs. Rather, this is one of the rare 

occasions where one root accepts two different stem-forming prefixes, both i- and aN-.  

(127a) n-i-foha   [nahoda ine]S    

PST-SFP-waking.up  man  that   

‘That man woke up.’     

(127b) amy  zay  any   [aho]A  n-aN-foha  [vali-ko]O    

at  this  EMPH  1SG   PST-SFP-waking.up  spouse-1SG.POSS 

 zay  

this 

‘Then I woke up my husband.’ 



In (128a), the intransitive hianjo has an S, which should become the A in the transitive (128b). If 

(128a) was something like ‘When we wash ourselves with katsafa…’, then the peripheral ‘with 

katsafa’ would have become the O of the transitive verb. But the function katsafa has in (128b) 

looks more like a subject than an O.  

(128a) Lafa [zahay]S hianjo soa tsy haloto zao anakaja ine ankibo ao…  

lafa  zahay   h-i-anjo   soa  tsy  h-a-loto  zao  

when  1PL.EXCL  FUT-SFP-bathing  so.that  not  FUT-SFP-dirt  like.this  

anake-aja  ine  aN-kibo  ao  

child-baby  that LOC-belly  there.inside 

‘When we wash (ourselves) so that the baby will not be dirty inside the belly…’ 

(128b)  [Katsafa]A/O ine amy zay, ine ro ianjoa[ˀay]A. 

katsafa  ine  amy  zay  ine  ro    

tree.bark  that  at  this  that  CONN   

i-anjo-a-ˀay  

SFP-bathing-SFS.CIRCUM-1PL.EXCL.AG. 

‘That katsafa is the one/what we use for our washing.’ 

Adjectives 

Adjectives are a somewhat ambiguous subject, because there can be an overlap between 

adjectives and verbs. The distinction between dynamic and stative verbs could include adjectives 

in the category of stative verbs. Participles could sometimes be considered adjectives as well. 

That is the case with some Vezo adjectives. There are some verbal features, such as the initial m-, 

which indicates present tense, and other verbal morphemes present, or coincidental, in adjectives. 

Some adjectives can be modified like the verbs, but not all adjectives accept such modifications.  



The following words, beginning with the present tense prefix m-, are on the boundary between 

adjectives and verbs. 

Table 10: Vezo adjectives  

Vezo English 

mafana ‘warm’ 

mafy ‘hard’ 

maike ‘dry’ 

maleme ‘soft’ 

malio ‘clean’ 

marina ‘true’ 

masake ‘cooked’ 

madomoke ‘strong’ 

matanjake ‘blunt’ 

 

They could be modified into past tense forms, either with the m- being replaced by n- (natanjake 

‘was strong’, nafana ‘was warm’), or with ni- attached to the already existing form, for example: 

nibe ‘grew up’ from be ‘big’. Other examples in the data show that not only adjectives can be 

verbalized in this way, but also nouns, locative particles, or quantifiers13. 

Adjectives can only be inflected for tense, but not for any other feature that verbs are inflected 

for. There are no passive or circumstantial verbs formed from adjectives in the data.  

 

 

13 See Verb section for more details on verbalization. 



The fea quantity adjectives present in the data are the following: maro ‘many’, biby 

‘big/numerous’, feno ‘full’, aby ‘all’, ampe ‘enough’. 

Quality adjectives can describe aspects like colour, size, shape, or taste. It is interesting to see 

how many colours exist in Vezo vocabulary. Blust shows interest in colour terms in Austronesian 

languages and says that “The colour nomenclature of most attested AN languages is considerably 

richer than the bare minimal that can be reconstructed for earlier stages (red, black, white)” 

(Blust, 2009, p. 301). Those three colours exist in Vezo: mainte ‘black’, mena ‘red’, foty ‘white’. 

Other colours took the name of the objects they were describing, like ‘pink’ in OM is volom-

parasy ‘(colour of) the lice hair’. Vezo borrowed zonizony ‘yellow’ from the French jaune. 

Adjectives describing size are numerous: bevata ‘big’, kely ‘small’, lava ‘long’, malinidinike 

‘tiny/small pieces’, botsabotsa ‘fat’, matevy ‘thick’.  

There are also adjectives which describe shape, taste, temperature and other qualities:  

Table 11: Quality adjectives 

Vezo English 

lalike ‘deep’ 

bory ‘round’ 

soa ‘good’ 

raty ‘bad’ 

gege ‘foolish/ignorant’ 

matsiro ‘tasty’ 

kalme ‘calm’ 

linery ‘sweaty’ 

vao ‘vao’ 



nitsy ‘nitsy’ 

 

An adjective can be followed by another adjective, which expresses the idea of very:  

(129) lava be  

long  big/much 

‘very long’ 

(130) mafana  soa 

warm   good 

‘well warmed’ 

Nouns is not declined for gender and number in Vezo, and neither are adjectives.   

Reduplication is very common in Austronesian languages. In verbs, reduplication softens the 

meaning of the words. Nine adjectives in the data occur in a reduplicated form. 

Table 12: Vezo adjectives – reduplication  

Vezo English 

boribory ‘round’ 

botsabotsa ‘fat’ 

fohifohy ‘short’ 

kelikely ‘small’ 

menamena ‘red’ 

ratiraty ‘bad’ 

soasoa ‘good’ 

zonizony ‘yellow’ 

 



Some of them are used in their simple form as well: bory ‘round’, mena ‘red’, raty ‘bad’, soa 

‘good’. The examples are not contrastive enough to see a distinction between the simple and the 

reduplicated adjectives. It is assumed that in this case, just like in OM, reduplicated adjectives 

are less intense in meaning than the simple ones. An interesting subject for further research 

would be to see which adjectives can only be used in a reduplicated form. 

Comparatives 

Aikhenvald mentions special comparative forms for adjectives to be a way of distinguishing 

verbs from adjectives (2015, p. 321). Vezo uses mare ‘too’ with nouns: mare rano ‘too much 

water’, with adjectives: maro mare ‘too many’, and with verbs: mivola mare ‘speak too loudly’. 

The verb manahake ‘(be) similar’ is used to compare things, but there are not sufficient examples 

that could mark the distinction line between verbs and adjectives.  

(131) Poketsa manahake any toy, fa menamena zay iy. 

poketsa  m-aN-tahake   any   toy  fa  mena~mena  zay   

wallet   PRS-SFP-similar  EMPH  this  but  red~ATT  this 

 iy  

3SG 

‘A wallet similar to this one, but it was red.’ 

Aside from comparatives, Vezo has superlatives, which are expressed by the use of faraˀe ‘the 

final/the most’, as in the example faraˀe ty bevata ‘the last big one/the biggest’. 

Adverbs 

Adverbs usually modify verbs, but they can also modify a noun or an NP, a clause or a sentence, 

or even another adverb and they occur in various slots in the clause depending on their function. 

There are different types of adverbs, such as spatial adverbs in (132a) and (132b), or temporal 



adverbs in (133a) and (133b), which usually occur clause-final, and adverbs which describe 

manner (134a) and (134b). 

(132a)  kaih-e    laka  raike  lavitse  anay 

is.called-PASS  canoe  one  far  1PL.EXCL 

‘One canoe that was far from us was called/We called a canoe far from us.’ 

(132b)  n-a-tahotse   nahoda  ine  baka-ao 

PST-SFP-fear   man   that  from-there.inside 

‘That man was afraid from there on.’ 

(133a)  m-i-tany  eny  anjoany  hamaray  iy  maike 

PRS-SFP-land  there  today  tomorrow  3SG  dry 

‘(Spread it to) dry there today, tomorrow it is dry.’ 

(133b) baka-io  amy  zay  zahay   tsy  m-a-hita laka 

after-that  at  this  1PL.EXCL  not  PRS-SFP-seen canoe 

‘After that we did not see/find a canoe.’ 

(134a) Tomboke-o   ho  ite  malaky~laky  ie  LOC-tana  eny  amy   

strike-PASS.IMP  FUT  this  quickly~ATT  3SG  LOC-hand  there  at 

 zay  

this  

‘Strike it like this quickly there in your hand.’ 

(134b) mba   janjy-n-o    tse 

in.order.to  listened-EC-PASS.IMP  first/quickly 

‘Please listen first!’ 

 



Personal pronouns 

Pronouns in Vezo are found in three forms: the subject form, the object form and the suffix form. 

All three are in Table 13 below. The different endings -y or -e represent dialectal variants. There 

are pronouns for the first, second and third person singular and plural. Vezo does not distinguish 

between masculine and feminine, so the third person singular has only one form. A common 

feature of the Austronesian languages is the distinction between the inclusive and exclusive first-

person plural.  

Table 13: Vezo pronouns 

 S O suffix 

1SG aho, zaho ahy -ko 

2SG iha anao -nao, -ˀao 

3SG iy, ie azy, aze -ˀe, (-ˀi), (-ny) 

1PL.INCL tsika antsika -tsika 

1PL.EXCL zahay anay -ˀay, -nay 

2PL nareo anareo? -nareo, -ˀareo 

3PL rozy, roze anjozy, anjoze -njozy 

 

The bound pronoun suffix form is used in various ways. They can function as possessors in an 

NP (e.g. anako ‘my child’), or the agent of a verb (e.g. ariaˀao ‘thrown away by you’). Most 

Philippine-type languages seem to have this feature, of the agents and possessors being marked 

identically. It is possible “for the same affixed word to function either as a verb or as a noun” 

(Blust, 2009, p. 456). That is not the case in Vezo, where verbs have specific stem-forming 

prefixes and they could not be confused with nouns.  

The pronoun suffix can occur in combination with the preposition amy, which can mean ‘to’, 

‘with’ or ‘about’: amiko ‘to me’, aminareo ‘with you’, and also associated with locative 

demonstratives, such as aminay eo ‘where we are there’ or amitsika atoy ‘with us here’.  

 



Demonstratives 

Malagasy languages are very rich in demonstratives, and so is Vezo. There are locative and 

nominal demonstratives in Vezo. There is a possibility for the existence of another category, but 

there are not sufficient examples in the data to be able to develop the topic.  

For locatives and nominals, visibility and distance from the speaker are indicated in nine degrees. 

An object can be in the speaker’s hand, some distance from him, further away but still visible, or 

very far away. Places are also referred to in relation to the speaker’s distance from a certain 

location.  

OM is known for demonstratives to precede and to follow the word they describe simultaneously 

(ity trano ity ‘this house this’), but this phenomenon is not found in all the Malagasy languages. 

Vezo demonstratives are placed immediately after the noun they describe, or immediately after 

the phrase they refer to: tsano toy ‘this house’, añaty raha iñe ao ‘inside that thing there’. They 

can occur clause initial for emphasis as in (135).  

(135)  eo  aho  n-aha-tiaro   Jesosy in-raiky 

there  1SG  PST-CAUS-memory  Jesus  once.more 

‘That is where I remembered Jesus once more.’ 

In English we refer to places in terms of here or there, and information is added for precision. 

From the example ‘Mary lives in London’, the only information the reader has is that Mary lives 

in London. In Vezo, however, a sentence like that would contain more information, as in (136) 

and (137). Aroa ‘there’ conveys the information that the speaker is far from the place where he 

had been sharpening the knife, and that place is not visible from his present location. Locative 

demonstratives in Vezo are very specific as far as distance from the speaker and visibility are 

concerned. 



(136) Zaho manjanitse meso aroa.  

zaho  m-aN-ranitse   meso  aroa 

1SG  PRS-SFP-sharpness  knife  there 

‘I sharpen the knife there’ or ‘I was sharpening the knife there’  

Or, when the cook instructs saying atao eo tongolo iny ‘put that onion there’, we understand that 

she is referring to a deep dish, a pot maybe, where the contents are visible for the speaker.  

(137) atao eo tongolo iny  

a-tao   eo  tongolo  iny  

PASS-action  there  onion   that 

‘put that onion there’ 

Vezo demonstratives are almost identical to the Masikoro demonstratives. Erasmus (2015) 

groups the Masikoro demonstratives in three categories: locative, nominal and identificational. 

Masikoro and Vezo are neighbouring languages that are closely related. Table 14 shows 

Masikoro local adverbial demonstratives (2015, p. 46). All of them, except the vague, close to 

speaker ones, are used in Vezo. 

Table 14: Masikoro local adverbial demonstratives 

 indeterminate 

distance from 

speaker 

in location of speaker close to speaker far from 

speaker 

 limited unlimited vague proximal precise vague medial precise distal remote 

visible eo eñy eto etoa etoy èty etia ety eroa eroy 

not 

visible 

ao añy ato atoa atoy àty atia aty aroa aroy 

 

Locative demonstratives show different degrees of distance from the speaker, as well as whether 

the place is visible (e-) or not visible (a-). Past tense can also be marked on a demonstrative with 

the prefix t-, as in (138). 



(138)  t-ao   iaby  tali-rano,  tsy  n-isy    raha  tsobo 

PST-there  all  rope-water  not  PST-existence  thing  lost 

‘All the cords were inside, nothing was lost.’ 

Table 15 shows a classification of Masikoro nominal demonstratives (Erasmus, 2015, p. 38). All 

except those in italics occur in the Vezo data. In addition to them, Vezo also has rey ‘those’. 

Nominal demonstratives indicate different degrees of distance from the speaker and are marked 

for plurality.  

Table 15: Masikoro nominal demonstratives  

 indeterminate 

distance from 

speaker 

in location of speaker close to speaker far from 

speaker 

 limite

d 

unlimite

d 

vagu

e 

limite

d 

unlimite

d 

vagu

e 

limite

d 

unlimite

d 

dista

l 

remot

e 

sg io iny   toy ìty tia ty, tiky roa roy 

pl reo reñy reto retoa retoy rèty retia rety, 

retiky 

reroa reroy 

manne

r 

zao zay         

 

From the Masikoro identificational demonstratives (Erasmus, 2015, p. 49), only one was found 

in the Vezo data: intia ‘this’. The two examples nao and nay, used for what is heard in Masikoro, 

are analysed as emphasis indicators in Vezo. They are used in direct speech, when addressing 

someone.  

Table 16: Masikoro identificational demonstratives  

  indet dist 

from speaker 

in location of 

speaker 

close to speaker far from 

speaker 

  limit

ed 

unlimi

ted 

vag

ue 

limit

ed 

unlimi

ted 

vag

ue 

limit

ed 

unlimi

ted 

dista

l 

remo

te 

what 

is 

indicat

ed 

s

g 

    intoy  intia inty, 

intiky 

indro

a 

indro

y 

p

l 

  ndre

to 

ndret

oa 

ndretoy ndre

ty 

ndret

ia 

ndrety ndrer

oa 

ndrer

oy 



what 

is 

observ

ed 

 ingo ingy         

what 

is 

heard 

 nao nay         

 

Noun markers 

Definiteness can be indicated by articles or determiners. The most frequently used determiner in 

Vezo is ty, but there are some examples of ny/ñy and i, which are probably borrowed. OM uses 

ny for simple nouns and i before proper nouns, and Masikoro uses ñy. Vezo determiners usually 

precede a noun or an NP (139), but they can also precede a verb (140), an adjective (141), a 

demonstrative (142), a pronoun (143), or a numeral (144). Determiners can occur in a clause-

final position (145), or on their own (146). 

(139)  tserike   aby  koa  ty  p-iasa    ao 

surprised  all  also  DET  NMLZ-SFP-work  there 

‘All the workers were also surprised.’ 

(140) zay  zany  ty  n-a-tao-ɂay     azy 

this  then  DET  PST-PASS-action-1PL.EXCL.AG  3SG 

‘This is what was done to it by us.’ 

(141) tsy  mena  ty  foty  iñe 

not  red  DET  white  that 

‘The white was not read.’ (referring to the white part of one’s eyes) 

(142) akore  ty  ato? 

how  DET  here 

‘How is it here?’ 



(143) ty  ahy  fa   ni-hani-ko 

DET  1SG  already  PST-food-1SG.AG 

‘My one was already eaten by me.’ 

(144)  latsake  ty  raike 

dropped  DET  one 

‘One was born.’ 

(145) tsy  m-i-koloty   anadahy  rey  ty 

not  PRS-SFP-underwear  brother  those  DET 

‘The brothers do not wear underwear.’ 

(146)  ka  ty  fa  vezo  amy  zay 

so  DET  already  Vezo  at  this 

‘This is already Vezo now.’ 

Numerals 

Even though Vezo is rich in numerals and numeral formation processes, there is a preference for 

French numerlas when talking about dates and years, prices in the old currency, and phone 

numbers. Mathematical operations are often solved in/through French, probably because 

Mathematics is taught in French. The numeral usually precedes the noun in the NP, but there are 

also cases where the noun precedes the numeral. This matter was discussed in the NP section.  

Below is a list of Vezo numerals. From one to ten, the numbers are:  

raike ‘one’ eny ‘six’ 

roe ‘two’ fito ‘seven’ 

telo ‘three’ valo ‘eight’ 

efatse ‘four’ sive ‘nine’ 



lime ‘five’ folo ‘ten’ 

 

Numerals between ten and ninety are formed starting from the left:  

Twenty is made of two tens. Eleven is an excess of one over ten; ambe has the idea of excess. 

20 →  roa-folo     11 → folo  raiky  ambe  

two-ten     ten  one  ambe   

Above zato ‘hundred’, the structure changes, and the numeral is built starting from the right, as 

follows: 

103 → telo ambe zato    114 → folo efatse ambe ambe zato 

three over hundred    ten four over over hundred 

Over two hundred, the structure changes again: 

215 → folo lime ambe noho roa-njato 

ten five over and two-hundred 

The thousands are counted arivo raike ‘thousand one’, roe arivo ‘two thousand’, telo arivo ‘three 

thousand’ and so on. The higher numerals have special names: 

10 000 →  ray aly    100 000 → ray hetsy 

  one ten-thousand     one hundred-thousand 

Where OM would have the word tapitrisa ‘million’, Vezo makes mathematical operations for 

millions: 

1 000 000 → folo hetsy 

  ten hundred-thousand 

1 255 300 → telo-njato noho dime arivo noho dime aly noho folo roe ambe hetsy 



three-hundred and five thousand and five ten thousand ten two over hundred-

thousand 

The numeral would be read thus: three hundred and five thousand and fifty thousand and twelve 

hundred thousand. 

Ordinal numerals starting from ‘the second’ are formed with the use of faha, which is, 

morphologically, a nominalizer plus a causative: faha roe ‘the second’, faha telo ‘the third’. 

Voalohaˀe ‘the first’ is different. The first part voa- could be analysed as the completive aspect of 

a verb, or it could be a root with the sense of ‘caught, struck’ which seems more plausible. 

the first → voa-loha-ˀe 

caught-head-3SG.POSS 

‘caught its head’ 

Other numeral forms include the distributive kiroekiroe ‘two by tow’, the multiplicative dobo roe 

‘double’, the collective ie roe or roze roe ‘both of them’ and roze telo ‘the three of them’, and the 

adverbial injaike ‘once’, injoe ‘twice’, intelo ‘three times’. 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

Austronesian features of phonology and grammar are seen in Vezo, as well as similarities 

between Vezo and other Malagasy varieties. Vezo phonology shows richness in sounds and 

modification processes. Distinction between word classes is mostly clear, but some uncertainty 

exists as far as verbs and adjectives are concerned. Vezo nouns are not inflected for gender and 

number, and agglutination opens unlimited possibilities for compound words. The verb shows 

clear morphological markers for three voices: active, circumstantial and passive. Tense, mood 

and aspect are marked on the verb in each voice. Transitivity does not seem to use the same 

morphemes on every verb. Adjectives and adverbs modify nouns, noun phrases, verbs and 

clauses and do not always have an obligatory slot in the phrase structure. Vezo pronouns exist in 

full form and in bound form; the latter are used in possessive constructions and as verbal agents. 

Vezo determiners are a vast collection with much spatial and nominal information incorporated 

in them. They usually follow the noun or phrase they modify. There is a well structured system 

of Vezo numerals, which may seem complicated to the foreign eye, as the counting system is 

different to other varieties in Madagacar.  

There is much to be investigated still. Some further research topics of interest would be: prosody, 

orthography of Malagasy varieties, Vezo knowledge about the sky connected to predicting 

weather, choice of stem-forming affixes for verb formation, clause structure in other Malagasy 

varieties, and historical investigations concerning language evolution in Madagascar. 

 



APPENDIX 

‘Fasiny’s Childhood’ narrative 

1.1 Ty raha nahazo ahy, mbo nisomonjara zany. 

 ty  raha  n-aha-azo   ahy  mbo  n-i-somonjara   zany  

 DET  thing  PST-CAUS-had  1SG  still  PST-SFP-young.girl  that  

 This is what happened to me was when I was still a young girl. 

1.2 Nandeha zahay amy anadahiko zay le ranaoko zay, zahay misy efatse: ampela roe, lelahy 

roe. 

 n-aN-leha   zahay   amy  anadahy-ko   zay  le  

 PST-SFP-movement  1PL.EXCL  with  brother-1SG.POSS  this  CONN  

ranao-ko    zay  zahay   m-isy   efatse  ampela   

brother.in.law 1SG.POSS  this  1PL.EXCL  PRS-existence four  woman  

roe  lelahy  roe  

two  man  two  

 We went together with my brother and brother in law, we were four: two girls and two 

boys. 

1.3 Telo: aze zaho, le Loly, le Mainte, le Kilake no aja lelahy manara Zefa zay. 

 telo  aze  zaho  le   Loly  le   Mainte  le  Kilake  

 three  3SG  1SG  CONN  Loly  CONN  Mainte  CONN Kilake  

no  aja  lelahy  m-anara  Zefa  zay  

CONN baby  man  PRS-name  Zefa  this  

 Three: it was me, Loly, Mainte, Kilake and a boy called Zefa. 

1.4 Hila horita, an-jiaky any zao. 



 h-ila   horita   aN-riaky  any  zao  

    FUT-need  octopus  LOC- there  like  this  

 We looked for octopus in the sea. 

1.5 Safe mahita olo be mihaky anjefan’ any zahay, ta handeha koa. 

 safe  m-a-hita   olo  be  m-i-haky      

 ça fait  PRS-SFP-seen  people  big  PRS-SFP-fishing.during.low.tide  

 anjefa-n  any  zahay   ta  h-aN-leha   koa  

West-GEN  there  1PL.EXCL  want  FUT-SFP-movement  also  

 That is, we see older people fishing for octopus to the west, and we also want to go. 

1.6 Ka manahake lakan’ olo tavela reny nandesiˀay, laka rey. 

 ka  m-aN-tahake   laka-n   olo  t-a-vela    reny  

 CONN PRS-SFP-similar  canoe-GEN  people  PST-PASS-what.is.left  those 

n-anday-s-i-ˀay     laka  rey  

  PST-carrying-EC-PASS-1PL.EXCL.AG  canoe those  

 Those boats that people leave, we took one of those. 

2.1 ‘Ndao tsika fa hila horita anjefa any.’ 

 aN-leha-o   tsika   fa   h-ila   horita   anjefa  

 SFP-movement-IMP  1PL.INCL  because  FUT-need  octopus  West 

  any  

there  

 Let's go fish octopus to the west there. 

2.2 hoy zahay. 

 hoy  zahay  



 say  1PL.EXCL  

 we said. 

3.1 ‘Ndao!’ 

 aN-leha-o  

 SFP-movement-PASS  

 Let's! 

3.2 koa hoasaˀe anadahiˀay rey. 

 koa  ho-asa-ˀe    anadahy-ˀay    rey  

 also  FUT-work-3SG.POSS  brother-1PL.EXCL.POSS  those   

 said my brothers as well. 

3.3 Zahay mitovy fisa ka, samby mbo kelikely. 

 zahay   m-i-tovy   fisa  ka  samby  mbo  kely~kely  

 1PL.EXCL  PRS-SFP-similarity  game  all  still  yet  small~ATT  

  We had similar games, we were all still little. 

3.4 Roso zahay. 

 roso  zahay  

 gone  1PL.EXCL  

 We left. 

3.5 Bakeo amy zay zahay tsy mahita laka, fa ty laka nandesiˀay honde misy loake. 

 bakeo   amy  zay  zahay   tsy  m-a-hita   laka  fa  

 after.that  at  this  1PL.EXCL  not  PRS-SFP-seen  canoe  but  

ty  laka  n-anday-s-i-ˀay     honde  m-isy    

   



DET  canoe  PST-carrying-EC-PASS-1PL.EXCL.AG  wow  PRS-existence  

loake  

hole  

 After that we didn't see other boats, but our boat (shocked!) had a hole. 

3.6 Fe nitampenaˀe tompoˀe siky afara eny kano tsy hitaˀay. 

 fe  n-i-tampe-n-a-ˀe      tompo-ˀe   siki  

 but  PST-SFP-blocked-EC-SFS.CIRCUM-3SG.POSS  master-3SG.POSS  clothes 

afara  eny  kano   tsy  hita-ˀay  

finally  there  because  not  seen-1PL.EXCL.AG  

 But the owner had blocked it with cloth but we didn't see it. 

3.7 Notakoniˀay amy zay laka ine. 

 no-tako-n-i-ˀay          amy  

PST-action.of.carrying.something.heavy.together-EC-PASS-1PL.EXCL.AG  at 

 zay  laka  ine  

this  canoe  that   

 Then we carried that boat (from underneath). 

3.8 Roso zahay nandeha, roso zahay nandeha. 

 roso  zahay   n-aN-leha   roso  zahay   n-aN-leha  

 gone  1PL.EXCL  PST-SFP-movement  gone  1PL.EXCL  PST-SFP-movement  

 We left, we left. 

4 ‘Ka tsika henanike io, hoasaˀe… hoasaˀay, va le hoavy anjefa any?’ 

 ka  tsika   henanike  io  ho-asa-ˀe    

CONN 1PL.INCL  now   that  FUT-work-3SG.AG   



ho-asa-ˀay    va   le   ho-avy   anjefa  any  

FUT-work-1PL.EXCL.AG  INTER  CONN  FUT-arrive  West  there  

 And now, we said, will we arrive to the West there? 

5.1 ‘Aaa, tsika, hoasaˀe anadahiko zay, tsika tsy hoavy anjefa any, fa a Nangere eny kea maro 

horita mivoredavoreda, biby avao. 

 aaa  tsika   ho-asa-ˀe   anadahy-ko   zay  tsika  

 NEG  1PL.INCL  FUT-work-3SG.AG  brother-1SG.POSS  this  1PL.INCL  

tsy  ho-avy   anjefa  any  fa  a  Nangere  eny  kea  maro  

not  FUT-arrive  West  there  but  to  Nangere  there  also  many 

horita   m-i-voreda~voredake    biby  avao   

octopus  PRS-SFP-action.of.spreading~ATT  many  only  

 No, my brother said, we will not arrive to the West there, but at Nangere - that is where 

there are many octopi, all big. 

5.2 Ka tsika tsy hoavy any fa ho etia avao. 

 ka  tsika   tsy  ho-avy   any  fa  ho  etia  avao  

 CONN 1PL.INCL  not  FUT-arrive  there  but  FUT  here  only   

 So we will not arrive there, but only here.  

5.3 Mariny ety.’ 

 mariny  here  

 near   close  

 Here nearby. 

6.1 Roso zahay. 

 roso  zahay  



 gone  1PL.EXCL  

 We left. 

6.2 Le iy zahay anivonivo eo amy zay nisy […] zay. 

 le   iy  zahay   aN-ivo~aN-ivo  eo  amy  zay  

 CONN  3SG  1PL.EXCL  LOC-middle~ATT  there  at  this  

n-isy   zay  

PST-existence  this  

 And when we were in the middle, there were ... there. 

6.3 Voahitsaˀe namako anara Loly iny amy zay… raha… laka vaky azy misy loake ine. 

 voa-hitsake-ˀe    nama-ko   anara  Loly  iny  amy  zay  

 COMPL-footprint-3SG.AG  friend-1SG.POSS  name  Loly  that  at  this 

raha  laka  vaky  azy  m-isy   loake  ine  

thing  canoe  broken 3SG  PRS-existence hole  that  

 My friend, Loly, trampled on that thing, the broken boat which had a hole. 

6.4 Ingo amy zay zahay amy zay nilentike laka ine, nilitse ao iaby rano ine, tserike. 

 ingo  amy  zay  zahay   amy  zay  n-i-lentike   laka  ine  

 behold  at  this  1PL.EXCL  at  this  PST-SFP.submerged  canoe  that  

n-ilitse  ao   iaby  rano  ine  tserike  

PST-entrance  there.inside  all  water  that  surprised  

 Behold, there we were, the boat was submerged, all the water came into the boat, we 

were surprised/shocked. 

6.5 Aroa nise vaky zao aroa. 

 aroa  n-ise   vaky  zao  aroa  



 there  PST-existence  broken like  this   

 There, that is where it was broken. 

6.6 Any amy zay zahay, nilentike laka ine, tomany amy zay zahay ampela ine: 

 any   amy  zay  zahay   n-i-lentike   laka  ine  tomany  

 EMPH  at  this  1PL.EXCL  PST-SFP-submerged  canoe  that  wept  

amy  zay  zahay   ampela  ine  

at  this  1PL.EXCL  woman  that  

  Then there we were, the boat was sinking, we girls cried then: 

7.1 ‘OAAAAA! 

 OAAAAA  

 oaaa  

 Waaah! 

7.2 Tany ine, maty 

 tany  ine  maty 

 tears  that  dead 

7.2 Tany ine, maty zahay, baba! 

 tany  ine  maty  zahay   baba  

 tears  that  dead  1PL.EXCL  dad  

 The tears, we're dead, dad! 

7.3 Maty zahay, nene!’ 

 maty  zahay   nene  

 dead  1PL.EXCL mother  

 We're dead, mom! 



8 Manao ho io amy zay anadahiko zay: 

 m-aN-tao   ho  io  amy  zay  anadahy-ko   zay  

 PRS-SFP-action  FUT  that  at  this  brother-1SG.POSS  this  

 Then my brother said this: 

9.1 ‘Te nareo hanory dia! 

 te  nareo  h-aN-ory      dia  

 want  2PL  FUT-SFP-action.of.planting/establishing  journey  

 You wanted to be travelling! 

9.2 hoy anadahiko zay, lafa mahita ty lianolo nareo lelike! 

 hoy  anadahy-ko   zay  lafa  m-a-hita  ty  lia-n-olo   

 say  brother-1SG.POSS  this  when  PRS-SFP-seen DET journey-GEN-people 

nareo  lelike  

2PL  following  

 said my brother, when you see someone departing, you follow! 

9.3 Ka le engao tsika ho samby ho maty etoy!’ 

 ka  le   enga-o  tsika   ho  samby  ho  maty  etoy  

 CONN CONN  may.it.be-IMP  1PL.INCL  FUT  all  FUT  dead  here  

 Then let us all die here! 

10.1 ‘Ka nareo koa, hoasako, laha mivola mahita horita mivoredavoreda ankara eny zao, ka 

tsy ta handeha zahay iny?’ 

 ka  nareo  koa  ho-asa-ko   laha  m-i-vola   m-a-hita  

 CONN 2PL  also  FUT-speech-1SG.AG  if  PRS-SFP-word  PRS-SFP-seen 

 horita   m-i-voreda~voredake    aN-hara  eny  zao  ka  



octopus  PRS-SFP-action.of.spreading~ATT  LOC-rocks  there  like  this  

tsy  ta  h-aN-leha   zahay   iny  

not  want  FUT-SFP-movement  1PL.EXCL  that  

You also, I said, when you talk about finding octopus spreading in the rocks there, then 

won't we want to go? 

10.2 Faraˀe amy zay navalike laka. 

 fara-ˀe    amy  zay  n-a-valike   laka  

 final-3SG.POSS  at  this  PST-PASS-other.side  canoe  

 In the end, the canoe turned over. 

10.3 Avalike moa ho mete raha toy loake, raha toy loake tsy mety. 

 a-valike   moa   ho  m-ete   raha  toy  loake  raha  

 PASS-other.side  EMPH  FUT  PRS-close  thing  this  hole  thing 

toy  loake  tsy  m-ety   

this  hole  not  PRS-close  

 We turned it over so it would be alright, this thing had a hole, this thing with a hole was 

not good. 

10.4 Faraˀe amy zay, zahay ty nitikitse anabo  laka eo, roze amy zay ty mbambany rano ao 

zany manirike, mive tomboke ho zay, hamonje maike ho vonje. 

 fara-ˀe    amy  zay  zahay   ty   

 final-3SG.POSS  at  this  1PL.EXCL  DET  

 n-i-tikitse     aN-abo  laka  eo  roze  amy  zay  

PST-SFP-climbing/sitting.on.top  LOC-high  canoe  there  3PL  at  this 

ty  mb-ambany    rano  ao   zany   



DET  in.the.direction.of-down  water  there.inside  then 

m-aN-irike     m-ive     tomboke  ho  

PRS-SFP-swimming.under.water  PRS-act.of.rowing/paddling  leg   FUT 

zay  h-aN-vonje   maike  ho  vonje  

this  FUT-SFP-help  dry  FUT  help  

 Finally, we climbed on top of the boat, they were down in the water swimming, their legs 

paddling like this, to reach dry land and be saved. 

10.5 Fa tsy mimpoly bakao, fa lavitse ty atoy. 

 fa  tsy  m-i-mp-oly    baka  ao   fa   lavitse  

 but  not  PRS-SFP-CAUS-return  from  there.inside  because  far  

ty  atoy  

DET to.here  

 But we did not return from there, because this was far. 

10.6 Fa riake maike ho vonjeˀay ine zany fa marine nosy ho vonjeˀay io. 

 fa  riake  maike  ho  vonje-ˀay   ine  zany  fa   marine 

 but  sea  dry  FUT  help-1PL.EXCL.AG  that  then  because  near 

nosy  ho  vonje-ˀay   io  

island  FUT  help-1PL.EXCL.AG  that  

 But it is dry sea we were reaching for because it was near, we were reaching for an 

island. 

10.7 …ka zahay anabo laka io amy zay. 

 ka   zahay   aN-abo  laka  io  amy  zay  

 CONN  1PL.EXCL  LOC-high  canoe  that  at  this  



 ...and we were on top of the canoe then. 

10.8 Retoa manirisiry mandano anaty rano ao, zahay  anabo laka io amy zay homehy, fa 

nifalifaly zahay fa marinike maike nosy ine. 

 reto  m-aN-sirisiry   m-aN-lano   aN-aty   rano ao 

these  PRS-SFP-impulse  PRS-SFP-swim  LOC-inside  water  there.inside 

 zahay   aN-abo  laka  io  amy  zay  homehy  fa 

1PL.EXCL  LOC-high  canoe  that  at  this  laughed  because 

 n-i-faly~faly    zahay   fa   m-a-rinike   maike  

PST-SFP-happy~ATT  1PL.EXCL  because  PRS-SFP-close  dry 

nosy  ine  

island  that  

 These were pushing while swimming in the water, we were on top of the canoe laughing, 

because we were happy because the dry island was near. 

10.9 Avy amy zay, le navalike amy zay laka ine. 

 avy  amy  zay  le  n-a-valike   amy  zay  laka  ine  

 arrive  at  this  DET PST-PASS-other.side  at  this  canoe  that  

 We arrived and we turned the canoe on the other side. 

11.1 ‘Ka hanao akory tsika henanike io ty hiaviatsika antana eny koa? 

 ka  h-aN-tao   akory  tsika   henanike  io  ty  

 CONN FUT-SFP-action  how  1PL.INCL  now   that  DET 

h-i-avy-a-tsika      aN-tana  eny  koa  

FUT-SFP-arrive-SFS.CIRCUM-1PL.INCL.AG  LOC-town  there  also  

 So now, what will we do to arrive back in town? 



11.2 Laka toy mbo loake avao.’ 

 laka  toy  mbo  loake  avao  

 canoe  this  still  hole  only  

 This canoe still has a hole. 

12.1 Tserike. 

 tserike  

 surprised  

 We were surprised. 

12.2 Kaihe laka raike lavitse anay hanonja anay zany, hampionja anay. 

 kaike-e  laka  raike  lavitse  anay   h-aN-onja   anay  

 call-PASS  canoe  one  far  1PL.EXCL  FUT-SFP-wave  1PL.EXCL 

zany  h-amp-i-onja    anay  

then  FUT-CAUS-SFP-wave  1PL.EXCL  

We called a canoe far from us to rise us up on the waves, to make us go on the wave. 

12.3 Kaihe ty aty lavitse, ka iy hita misy lavitse. 

 kaike-e  ty  aty  lavitse  ka  iy  hita  m-isy    lavitse  

 call-PASS  DET here  far  CONN 3SG  seen  PRS-existence  far  

 We called, this was far, we saw it was far. 

12.4 Faraˀe natao sistem amy zay. 

 fara-ˀe    n-a-tao   sistem   amy  zay  

 final-3SG.POSS  PST-PASS-action  system  at  this  

 Finally, we had a system. 

12.5 Nareo hoy asaˀay, napotake salotse, fa tsy nise anadahy zao io. 



 nareo  hoy  asa-ˀay    n-a-potake   salotse   

 2PL  say  work-1PL.EXCL.POSS  PST-PASS-snatched  clothes   

fa   tsy  n-ise   anadahy  zao   io  

because  not  PST-existence  brother  like.this  that  

 We said, you take off your clothes, because the brothers were not there. 

12.6 Napotake salotseˀay ampela zahay mbe nibiginibiginy avao. 

 n-a-potake   salotse-ˀay    ampela  zahay   mbe 

 PST-PASS-snatched  clothes 1PL.EXCL.POSS  woman  1PL.EXCL  still  

n-i-biginy~biginy   avao  

PST-SFP-panties~ATT  only  

 We girls took off our clothes and only wore panties. 

12.7 Zahay lahy mbo gege, fe miharo fisa avao. 

 zahay   lahy  mbo  gege    fe  m-i-haro   fisa  

 1PL.EXCL  man  still  foolish/ignorant  but  PRS-SFP-mixture  game 

avao 

only  

 We were still foolish, but we played together. 

12.8 Apotake, toy koa retoa koa mampipotake koloty kea, hasentse raha loake.” 

 a-potake   toy  koa  retoa  koa  m-amp-i-potake   koloty  

 PASS-snatched  this  also  these  also  PRS-CAUS-SFP-snatched  panties  

kea  h-a-sentse    raha  loake  

also  FUT-PASS-obstructed  thing hole  

 Clothes off, we made them take off their panties too to fill the hole. 



13 “Mandeha tsy mikoloty.” 

 m-aN-leha   tsy  m-i-koloty  

 PRS-SFP-movement  not  PRS-SFP-panties  

 You went without panties on. 

14.1 “Mandeha tsy mikoloty anadahy rey ty, mandeha tsy misalotse anabavy rey eny, iaby 

nono ine mirotsarotsa    . 

 m-aN-leha   tsy  m-i-koloty   anadahy  rey  ty  

PRS-SFP-movement  not  PRS-SFP-panties  brother  those DET  

m-aN-leha  tsy  m-i-salotse   anabavy  rey  eny  

PRS-SFP-movement  not  PRS-SFP-clothes  sister   thosse there  

iaby  nono  ine  m-i-rotsa~rotsake 

 all  breasts that  PRS-SFP-loose~ATT 

 The brothers went without panties, the sisters went without clothes, their breasts loose. 

14.2 Natampe, natampe, ine amy zay niveze, bakeny niveze. 

 n-a-tampe   n-a-tampe   ine  amy  zay  n-i-veze  

 PST-PASS-blocked  PST-PASS-blocked  that  at  this  PST-SFTP-prowl 

baka  eny  n-i-veze  

from  there  PST-SFP-prowl  

 We blocked the holes, we blocked, then we prowel from there. 

14.3 Fa rozy tsy mionja soa laka ine tsy havesatse. 

 fa  rozy  tsy  m-i-onja   soa  laka  ine  tsy   

 but  3PL  not  PRS-SFP-wave  so.that  canoe  that  not   

h-a-vesatse  



FUT-PASS-weight  

 But they did not get up so that the canoe is not heavy. 

14.4 Zahay ampela roa lahy rey avao aonja ao rozy amy zay mandano maminjiake ine, 

manirisiry laka ine amy zay le, le avy antety etoy amy zay.”  

 zahay   ampela  roa  lahy  rey  avao  a-onja   ao 

1PL.EXCL  woman  two  man  those only  PASS-wave  there.inside 

rozy  amy  zay  m-aN-lano   m-aN-i-n-riake   ine  

3PL  at  this  PRS-SFP-swim  PRS-LOC-SFP-EC-sea  that  

m-aN-sirisiry   laka  ine  amy  zay  le  le   avy  

 PRS-SFP-impulse  canoe  that  at  this  CONN CONN  arrive  

aN-tety  etoy  amy  zay  

LOC-land  here  at  this  

 We, the two girls, were the only ones riding on top, they were swimming, pushing the 

boat, and then we arrived on dry land. 

15 “Tsy hita amy zay horita zao.” 

 tsy  hita  amy  zay  horita   zao  

 not  seen  at  this  octopus  like.this  

 So you didn't find octopus. 

16.1 “Tsy hita horita velomampo ho nila anjefa any ine, haboboa amy  nitsy, amy laka dobo 

ro nihita tamy zay. 

 tsy  hita  horita   velo-ma-n-fo    ho  n-ila-a      

not  seen  octopus  alive-CIRCUM-EC-heart  FUT  PST-need-PASS  

anjefa  any  ine  haboboa  amy  nitsy  amy  laka  dobo  ro  



west there  that  wet   with  cold  with  canoe  flooded CONN 

ni-hita   t-amy zay  

PST-seen  PST-at this  

 We didn't find octopus, our means for living which we looked for in the West, wet and 

cold, in a flooded boat at that time. 

16.2 Saky avy etoa amy zay zahay mahatiaro raha ine, homehy avao. 

 saky  avy  etoa  amy  zay  zahay   m-aha-tiaro   raha  ine 

 every  arrive  here  at  this  1PL.EXCL  PRS-CAUS-memory  thing  that 

homehy  avao  

laughed  only  

 Every time we arrive here, we remember and we just laugh. 

16.3 Mahatiaro raha ine, homehy avao. 

 m-aha-tiaro   raha  ine  homehy  avao  

PRS-CAUS-memory  thing  that  laughed  only  

 We remember that thing and we just laugh. 

16.4 Zay ty nihitaˀay tetoa amy zay, zahay mbo nahakely anay. 

 zay  ty  ni-hita-ˀay    t-etoa   amy  zay  zahay  

 this  DET PST-seen-1PL.ESCL.AG  PST-here  at  this  1PL.EXCL 

mbo  n-aha-kely   anay  

still  PST-CAUS-small  1PL.EXCL  

 That is what we saw here at that time, when we were still small. 

16.5 Nay. 

 nay  



 EMPH  

 Here you go. 

16.6 Ty raha nihitaˀay mb-aN-jiake eny. 

 ty  raha  ni-hita-ˀay    mb-aN-riake    eny  

 DET thing  PST-seen 1PL.ESCL.AG  in.the.direction.of-LOC-sea  there  

 This is what we saw going to the sea. 

16.7 Ka zahay ana-bezo io lafa mahita ty lianolo, roso koa.” 

 ka  zahay   anake-vezo  io  lafa  m-a-hita   ty    

 CONN 1PL.EXCL child-vezo  that  when  PRS-SFP-seen  DET  

 lia-n-olo   roso  koa  

journey-GEN-people  gone  also  

 We, Vezo children, when we see people going, we also go. 
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